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As a first step in clarifying what seismological'resources
would be available for world-wide exchange purposes to facilitate a

comprehensive test ban prohibiting underground nuclear explosions,

Canada proposed a resolution asking the Secretary-General..of the United

Nations to.circulate.to.governments a reque'st that they supply.informa-
tion concerning seismograph stations from which they would be prepared

to supply records on the basis of guaranteed availability. This reso-

lution (2604A) was adopted at the 1836th plenary meeting of the Twenty-.
Fourth United Nations General.Assembly on December 16, 1969.

Following receipt by the Secretary-.General of the solicited
seismograph station summary information, the next logical step in clari-

fication was an assessment of the significance of the guaranteed station

data for purposes of detecting and identifying underground nuclear
explosions. The Arms Control and"Disarmament Division of the Department
of External Affairs requested.the Earth Physics Branch of the Department

of Energy, Mines and Resources to prepare such a technical assessment.

A preliminary assessment was completed and distributed at the Conference

of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) in early Aûgust, 1970, prior to an

informal meeting on August 12, 1970, of the CCD on a Comprehensive Test
Ban. At the time of preparation of the preliminary assessment, the

returns to the Secretary-General's questionnaire were incomplet e, the
asséssment being made on the basis of returns from 54 countries; only 33

of which reported information concerning seismograph stations on their
territory. The report for which this preface is being written is the,
final.version of the assèssment and is based on returns.from 75 countries

received by the Secretary-General to August 15, 1970, 45.of the countries
reporting information on seismograph stations.

These assessments, both the preliminary and final versions,

present conceptual seismological schemes whereby existing seismological

facilities throughout the world are applied to a test ban situation. It

is necessary in such a hypothetical study to neglect all feasibility

problems and financial consequences, and to examine the theoretical

capability without prejudice to the necessity or otherwise of imple-

menting such a scheme in any test ban situation. In reality, however,
the analysis attempts to answer the following.question: for country A,

an event is either known or reported or thought to have occurred at ap-

proximately a certain time in country B; using world-wide data guaranteed
by governments, what is the possibility that country A can form an opinion

as to whether the-event.took place, and whether it was an earthquake or

an underground nuclear ëxplbsiôri, ând how does this capability for coun-
try A deteriorate as the size of an underground explosion is reduced?

To answer this question, there is a requirement only.for availability

on demand of a limited amount of seismological data for this ad-hoc
purpose. However, the analysis does attempt to answer the further
question: if some agency, international or national,.had access to the

daily abstracted seismological data that is guaranteed, to what levels

of earthquake magnitude or explosion yield could an event be determined



to occur, to what levels could the event be identified as either an earth- . 
quake- or. an  explosion, and to what accurady could it be located? -  

In our assessment, country Aiand country B deséribed aboVe .  are 
entirely general. This approach could, of course, be extended in, a. variety 
of ways working from the wàrld-wide ensemble of stations:. -  If country A 
is concerned about the possibility of clandestine testing  in cohntries 
B, C and D only, for example, the problem of the minimum additional infor-
mation required to meet certain levels of guarantee Is, in our opinion, 
solvable by similar analyses. The general problem we have studied is, 
in many ways, the most difficult. Another example of the application of 
sUch a dialectic approach would arise intonsidering the application of 
this analysis to "verification by challenge": the approadh used allows 
calculation of the limits of the effectiveness of a refutation of a 

 challenge by the provision of seismological  information. . Extension to 
stations not reported in the UN returns is, in principle ., straightforward 
for country A with a country B, C, D problem, or for the general casé. 

It may be of value to explain here briefly how this final assess-
ment differs in contents and ,format from the preliMinary.analysis.dis-
tributed and discussed in the CCD in Ahgust, 1970. The principal reason 
for preparing a second edition is to include in the analysiS all  seismo-
graph station,data received by the Secretary-General after.completion Of 
the earlier .preliminary analysis: We have, in - addition, made other.changes, 
the most important of which are as  follows. 

- (1) On the basis of new information received the effective sensitivities 
of'two long period arrays have been increased. 

(2) A more elegant method of defining detection probabilities  of  events 
on the basis of station sensitivities is employed', 

(3) All  global  detection and identification capabilities. are defined'at 
the 90 per cent probability level. 

(4) All formal calculations are made using conceptual global netWorks of 
fiXed numbers of stations. 

(5) Explosion thresholds are stated in both equivalent earthquake mag-
nitudes and explosive  yields. 

(6) Additional published and unpublished  research  results are discussed. 

This paper Is long because we felt it'important to describe 
unequivocally at each stage in the developing theme exattly what assump- . 
tions are made, giving our rationale for them. We have, perforce, heeded 

to make a number of scientific judgéments at different points in the de-
velopmenti and these we havé attempted to explain fully so thatany of . 
our colleagues who read this paper can more easily form their own profes-
sional judgement about them. In addition, in a serious attempt to make 
the scientific significance of this document undérstandable to readers 
outside the seismological community, we have judged it pseful to labour 
some points that would be simply appreciated by seismologists .: However, 
of.necessity, the entire document is couched in seismological terminology. 
So that the results of the analysis may be more comprehensible to a - 	. . 
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wider audience of readers, we present here a brief, non-technical summary 
of the basic procedures and conclusions. To do so We must retain three 
basic seismological terms; theSe are: "magnitude" (m), the logarithmic 
scale that is employed to.define the size of both earthquakes and under-
ground explosions (the reader is referred to Table 8 in the text for an 
easily understood'equivalence between m and explosion yield), "P wave", 
the first arriving seisMic wave which propagates through the body of the 
earth, and "Rayleigh wave", the Most important (in this study) seismic wave 
that propagates around the surface of the earth. The summary follows. 

Using data quoted in the UN returns and published in the open 
literature, the capability of each conventional and array station is 
described in terms of its ability to detect P waves and Rayleigh waves 
as a function of distance from the event. All such stations are'reduced 
to two conceptual global netwOrks, one that is used for global P wave 
detection calculations and the other for global Rayleigh wave detection 
calculations. The basic formally calculated results are global contours 
of m values for which there will be a 90 per cent probability of de-
tection, by a certain number of stations, of P waves and Rayleigh waves 
from earthquakes and explosions. These are definedss . the thresholds of  
detection. 

The detection thresholds are m4.2 for explosion and earthquake 
P waves in Europe and North America, deteriorating to m4.5 for Asian 
Coverage and further to m5.0 in parts of the southern hemisphere (all 
capabilities are much poorer in the southèrn hemisphere .  and ahy further 
discussion of this half of the earth is omitted here). The thresholds are 
m4.8 for Rayleigh waves from earthquakes in North America and northern 
Europe, deteriorating to m5.1 for generally complete Asian coverage. The 
thresholds are one magnitude unit larger for Rayleigh waves from corres-
pondingly located explosions. A number of important - empirical results 
from the seismological literature are cited to illustrate that these for-
mally calculated detection thresholds can be considered'conservative. 

The Most generally applicable identification criterion, the 
relative . excitation .  of P and Rayleigh waves, has a threshold of appli-
cation equal to the thresholciof detection of explosion Rayleigh waves, 
i.e., m5.8 - m6.0 in much of the northern hemisphere. This rather high 
explosion identification threshold can be reduced in a number of ways. (a) 
By employing special processing of Rayleigh wave data from one or two of 
the highest sénsitivity stations, the average northern hemisphere thres-
hold can be reduced to m5.6 - m5.8 . (b) By taking advantage of highly 
efficient Rayleigh wave propagation over purely continental paths, the 
threshold'has been reduced to m5.0 in North America, but an •equal re-
duction remains unproven for other.continental areas. (c) By employ- 
ing identification criteria that rely only on P wave data, the criteria 
can, in theory, be applied near,the lower P wave detection threshold. 
One such criterion is proven successful for one station-region combina-
tion at.an  identification threshold of m4.9 ; all other documented 
attempts have resulted in overlapping populations of earthquakes and 
explosions at all magnitudes. (d) By employing the absence of recorded 
waves, for example, long period Rayleigh waves, to identify explosions, 
on the basis that had the event concerned heen an earthquake the waves 
in question would have been observed, the threshold of- identification can 
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be reduced. Illustrations are presented to show that existing thresholds 
can be ieduced by m(1.5 by accepting these Criteria. (c)• By employing 
more than one imperfect criterion, analyses can.result  in  statistical- 	' 
probabilities (rather than certainty) that an . event . in  question falls into 
an earthquake or explosion category. 

A very brièf and oversimplified summary of the results  and con- - 
elusions of this asaessment is that the global system  of stations  :produces 
proven detection, location and identification of underground nuclear 	. 
explosions doWn to yields Of about 60 kilotons in hardrock in most of the 
northern hemisphere: the threshold is 10-20 kilotons for 'certain test 
sites only,'and this lower threshéld cannot be reached  on  a global basis 
with : this ensemble of stations. We complete the study by making a number 
of recommendations,which,. with very little financial commitment, will 
provide some basic data required to define existing capabilities better 
and that may significantly improve them. 

• The problems of evasion are not treated in great depth in this 
analysis. In principle, a potential violator of a Comprehensive Test Ban 
could attempt either to reduce the size of the aeismic signals from a élan-
destine explosion of a given yield by suitable choice and artificial modi-
fication, if necesSary,-of : the variables of the emplacement medium', or 
attempt to simulate an earthquake-like seismic signal by multiple firing 
techniques, or depend on major simultaneous natural earthquake signala to 
obscure thé artificial eVent, or events, of interest. The advantages and 
disadvantagea, limits of feasibility, etc., in these different techniques 
are not analysed in this document, which treats all explosion yielda in 
terms of their hardtotk equivalents. 	 • 

. We are indebted to many colleagues, both in Canada and abroad, 
who, after a careful study of our preliminary assessment,  have made valuable 
suggestions for  improvements : for incorporation in this final edition. 

- - 
• However, we accept : sole responsibility for the interpretations 

we  have  placed on the data in the UN returns ., and for the scientifi c'. 
contents and judgements contained in the paper. 	. 

P.W. Basham 
K. Whitham 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	The General Assembly ReSolution 

At the Twenty-Fourth United Nations General Assembly, Canada 
proposed a resolution, 2604A, which wa's adopted at the 1836th plenary 
meeting on December 16, 1969, by a vote of 99 to 7, with 13 abstentions. 
In summary form, the resolution requested the United Nations Secretary-
General to circulate to governments a request that they supply informa-
tion concerning seismological stations from which they would be prepared 
to supply records on the basis of guaranteed availability and to provide 
certain information about each of stich stations. This resolution, which 
had been proposed and discussed in the Conference of the Committee on 
Disarmament (CCD)  in Geneva in 1969, was designed to assist in clarifying 
what resources would be available for the eventual establishment of an 
effective world-wide èxchange of seismological information which would 
facilitate the achievement of a comprehensive test ban. 

• 
Very Simply, therefore, the aim . of the resolution was to . 

achieve a limited first step of clarification. This modest proposal 
is a first step in any process whereby seismology could assist in clari-
fying  for national  states the implications of the  essentially political 
décision  involved in any form of test ban treaty. 

• 
Piirshant to Resolution 2604A, the SecretarY-General circulated 

on Jahuary 30, 1970, a note soliciting responses to  the questionnaire 
appended to . the resolution, which specified.the detailS concerning con-
ventional seismograph stations and array stations that governments were 
invited to submit to the Secretary-General.' 

At the 'time of preparation of this analysis of the returns, - 
75 countries had replied to the Secretary-General's note*: 45 countries 
*reporting information for seismograph stations on their territory, 22 
countries reporting no operational seismograph stations on' their territory, 
and 8 countries indicating - that in their view the purposes of the  reso-
lution were unnecessary or preferring to maintain a voluntary form of 
seismological data exchange'and including no data on seismograph stations 
in their returns. The national states in each of theSe categories are 
listed in Table 1. 

1.2 	Usable Data in the UN Returns  

For purposes of compiling this assessment, the authors examined 
all data  in all returns submitted by countries listed in. Table 1(a). These 
included the summary documents, A/7967 to A/7967/Add.5, circulated by the 

* This includes all returns available up to and including Document 
A/7967/Add.5. Numerous UN member countries remain which have sub-
mitted no return of any type (positive or negative) to'the Secretary-
General. Although it will be important to assess the significance 

. of any late returns which may yet be received, based on other sources 
of information.concerning world seismograph stations, we believe no 
late returns will contain station data which will significantly alter 
the conclusions of this assèssment. 
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TABLE 1.

COUNTRIES SUBMITTING RETURNS IN RESPONSE TO UN

SECRETARY-GENERAL'S QUESTIONNAIRE.

.(a) Countries.Reporting Information for Seismograph Stations on Their
Territory:

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, China, Colom-

bia, Denmark, Ethiopia, Finland, Germany (Fed. Rep.), Greece, India,

Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Korea (Rep.

of), Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malawi, Mexico, Monaco, Morocco, Nether-

lands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, United Arab Republic, United

Kingdom, United States of America, Venezuela, Viet-Nam (Rep. of),
Yugoslavia

(b) Countries Reporting No Operational Seismograph Stations on Their

Territory:

Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dahomey, Ghana,

Guyana, Kuwait, Laos,. Malaysia, Mali, Malta, Nauru, Niger, Nigeria,

San Marino, Singapore, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia

(c) Countries Replying to the Circular of the Secretary-General Pre-

ferring_to Retain a Bilateral and Voluntary Form of Seismological

Data Exchange, and Which So Indicated in TheirUN Return, Including

No Data on Seismograph Stations:

Bulgâria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechôslovakia,

Hungary,.Mongolia,'Romania, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Repub.lic,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Secretary-General, together with all additional diagrammatic and tabular
data deposited in the archives of the United Nations.

The returns containing seismograph station data varied con-
siderably in general format and in the form and contents of tabular and

diagrammatic material. The data required for this study were- for each

seismograph station, the geographic coordinates, the magnification of

any operational short-period.vertical.(SPZ) seismograph at a period of 1

second, and the magnification of any operational long-period vertical

(LPZ).seismograph at a period of 15 or 20 seconds. Thus, we required,

in addition to data on array stations (see section 2.2), the fundamental

operating gain of all available vertical component seismographs which we

have defined.as "conventional".

A great variety of types of_seismographs are in operation

throughout the world and have been listed by the host countries in their
returns. The primary decision for inclusion of a particular seismograph

station in this analysis rested in all cases on our ability to define

from the information available the operational magnification at the re-

quired period. In numerous cases a secondary.decision.was made to exclude
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a particular station (which we choose tci call a "special station"), if 
it was judged.that the overall- response characteristics were not suitable 
to.genèral teleseismic recording of the short- and long-period seismic. 
waves to be considered, or if, even though defined, the magnification 
at the required period was so low as to make a negligible contribution 
in the world-wide context. For example, in the former category high 
frequency microearthquake seismographs were excluded, and in the latter, 
low magnification "strong-motion" seismographs. 

The selection of the stations to be included required con-
siderable judgement. We are aware that either our ignorance concerning 
particular seismograph types or our misinterpretation of the available 
data may have contributed . errors and omissions; we apologize at the 	. 
outset to any country whose data may have been so treated. - 

1.3 	Scope and Purposes of Present Study  

This study is made with the basic assumption that the identi-
fication of underground nuclear explosions as such is possible in prin-
ciple for any event, provided that the seismic signals generated by it 
can be detected with a suitable signal-to-noise ratio at an appropriate 
number of stations at suitable distances. We largely neglect the pos-
sibility of seismic signals from an event of potential interest being 
obscured by a very large natural earthquake, although we dwell briefly 
on this subject in Chapter 6. 

In Chapter 2, the information provided on the conventional 
and array seismograph stations is summarized. Chapter 3 outlines one 
method of reducing this heterogeneous information on station capabilities 
to obtain a single sensitivity parameter which can be applied in Chap-
ters 4 and 5 to P wave and Rayleigh wave detection calculations. The 
total of 300 available independent seismograph stations is reduced 
for purposes of detection calculations to two conceptual world-wide 
networks, one for P wave detection calculations and the other for 
Rayleigh wave detection calculations. In choosing to define the world-
wide capabilities of conceptual networks of stations rather than of 
isolated individual stations, or station sub-sets, we are assuming that, 
in an effective world-wide exchange of seismological information (of 
either an ad-hoc or continuous nature), the combined seismological re-
sources of all participating nations can, in theory, be applied to the 
problem at hand. 

In Chapters 4 and 5, using an explicitly defined detection 
probability calculation, we present in terms of the P wave magnitude 
the capabilities of the networks in detecting earthquake P and Rayleigh 
waves originating at any point on the earth. In Chapter 6 we present 
some illustrations of situations on the real earth which can alter the 
capabilities derived in the formal calculations; these include advan-
tages gained from lateral inhomogeneities in the earth, special pro-
pagation paths, and special instrumental and signal processing capa-
bilities, as well as disadvantages resulting from global seismicity 
patterns and interference effects. The general conclusion of Chapter 6 
is that the formal calculations can be considered conservative. 
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Chapter 7 relates thé results.cf Chapters 4and 5 directl.y

to the problem-of the detection of underground explosions. To do sc

we characterize underground explosion.s.as a fixed source of P wave

energy, i.e., as equivalent P wave magnitude earthquakes. However.,

we do present all formai and empirical detection and identification

thresholds for explosions in terms of'both P wave magnitude and equivâ.=

lent hardrock explosion yield.

Chapter 8 is a generalized discussion of the suite of pos-

sible identification criteria with particular reference to both pub-

lished and unpublished.results obtained from the data recorded at

conventional and array stations included in the returns. The purposes

are to define identification thresholds on the basis of the.formal.

detection calculations and to clarify some of the interacting possi-

bilities of_.improving the identification thresholds. These include

the use of short-périod discriminants which are intrinsically of great.

appeal, if they will work adequâ.tely, certain h'ighly efficient Rayleigh

wave propagation paths; where.proven to occur, and the use of combina-

tions of many imperfect.discrimination criteria'.

In the final chapter we give the specific' and general%con-

clusions that can be drawn from this study, and make some recommenda-

tions which, with a modest investmentof effort and finances; cân both

better.define.and significantlÿ.improve.earthquake-explosion._discrimina-

tion capabilities.



2. SEISMOGRAPH STATIONS- 

2..1 	• Conventional Stations  

All seismograph  stations for which the host country will 
guarantee access to seismological data; a total of 300 stations, are 
listed in Table 2. The stations, each designated by its three-letter 
international code (ESSA, 1970a), are listed alphabetitally by country, 
and within each country alphabetically by station code. 

A conventional station is defined as one which, at.a  minimum, 
has either an SPZ seismograph with a known magnification at 1 second, 
or an LPZ seisMograPh with a known magnification near 20 seconds. An 
LPZ magnification quoted within the range 15-30 seconds is accepted. 
The remaining stations in Table 2 are either array•stations (see section 
2.2) or special stations .(see section 1.2) which have a "YES" entered 
in the last column. Some.of the conventional Stations in Table 2 are 
listed as containing additional special seismographs. The magnifications 
in Table 2 are quoted in K (thousands). 

2.2 	Array Stations  

Seven SPZ arrays and'five LPZ arrays considered in this study 
are. listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. For an array Station to be 
considered for our Purposes as such, it must' have  .3 or More SPZ or LPZ 
sensors with an aperture adequate to produce a signal-to-noise imProve-
ment ideally equal to the square root of the number of sènsors following 
delayed-sum signal processing, and.have the sensors connected to a cen-
tral location with either.  on-line.or off-line (preferably digital) ele-
mentary delay-and-sum (phasing) facilities. Alternatively, the signal-
to-noise gains from processing modes must have been published. Some of 
the array stations contain, or have associated with . them, horizontal SP 
and LP seismographs;  thèse are noted in the last column  of Table 3. 

Four countries indicated possession of SPZ arrays which are 
not included as such in this study; these are listéd in the lower part 
of Table 3 with the reason for omission stated in the "Comments" column. 



WORLD SEISMOGRAPH STATIONS

TABLE 2.

Code Latitude Longitude
o 1 o 1

AÛF 34
A (3F_
Avi> rr

bt,)V '.36.
ktt5 ? 1
CAB 35
CAN 35
CLV i;;
ÇTA 30
UAFi 1?
UI-N 34
k5A (jy
G R K . 6
HLA _33
H f T 33
IN V :34
JIN 36
JN(_ 33
Kï)E? 9
Kr T . 4
KMA a(,
KL6, 30
K (:) A h
LAF h
L«T 41
IA A W h 7
MCW 54
Mf=A 34
MEK 26
Mt!m ?.

MoQ 41
1`i1 V ) ^'•
MON 31
NIA 29
P !,J A {^'•+ 3 ?
PPîli 9
fllaE3 4
PAL 4
kIV .33
.`i A V 41
SF-F 41
SUL 4
S N l,_ c; ;t .13
TAi^*;F 35
Tau
fr\ V 4

Tllll
4

i r

t)1^; ► .^ u i: t ( I

13 ►-i 43 E
^ 14fi 05F.
15r 37 E
147 14 E
152 47 E
146 ? 6 E
14 (i 0,0 E
13h :30 F
146 15 E
130 49 E
14•) il E
150 .49 E
145 24E
151f 55 E
138 ,56 F.
149 40 E.
148 36 E
150 (r 1 E
147 10 E
152.02 E
148, Ols E
121 P 7 E
155 3-7 E
146 59 E
146 09 E
.6P S3 E

l'Sd 57 E.
14H ?4 E
11H 33 E
127 25 E.
141 11 E
146 34 E
116 12 E
16-7 5 8 E
1. 3 H 10 F.
141 U9 E
152 10 E
152 . 12 E.
151 10 F:
147 11 E
146 18. E
15 2 12 E
138 . _iH. E
14ti 17 E
147 19 E
1`i? 13 F
1: 45 i)1 f::
1 4'^

l ^l :) . (1 ►.t E.

Country

AI1STk.AL. I A

At:fSTRA^-. 14
A1is r ►?At._ I A
At)S1PALI^i
,a ► -fSTPAL. I A
AUSTRAL Ii'
Ai)S1i?ALIA

A(±^T ►?ALIn
Ai ► STP AL- In
AUSTRAL I Pk
Ai1S TPAL I 6
Ai.1STftAL I A
Ai. ► STRAL I.4
at1STRALIn
AUSTRAL I p.
AtJSTkALI^^
At1STPALIA

Al1STRAL.I iA
Al-ISTNAL.It;
AUSTRAL la
AUSTRAL I A
AUSTRAL IA
rai:)STRALIA
AUSTPALIil
AUSTRAL IA
AI1STFiAI. I A
AUSTF?AL Ir`.
!il)STF?ALIA
AtiSTkAL I A
ri[iSTP AL I A

AUS1"kALIA
AUSTRAL I A
AUSTPALIA
n-! ► STFIAL I A

AUSTPAL In
AUSTPAL I A
A.USTRAI-.I 1\
AUS.iE2ALIA
nUS7NtAl:- I A
-At15TkALIç,
.AUSTNALI.4
At)STFtALIA

AUSTRAL I I\
AUSfF?AI_IA
AUSTRAL IA
Al iSTPAl.- I A
A . I1S1 F^AI._ T A
ACI`;T ItAI_ I rti
AI ► ^IiiAl.l A

r^t15 f I?A1.. 1 n

6

SPZ LPZ Horizontal Special
Mag. (K) Mag.(K) SP LP

10.

12.5
50.
5n.

N/A
N/A

2.5.

.8 N,E N,F

YE5
9. n► ,E. N.F YE S

YF S.
3. N,E N,F

N,E YFS

N . . YFS

N,E

N,E

YFS

YES

. YES

YFS

..4 N,E N,E YF:S

YES
3. N,F r1,0 F. YES

.}i N,E N,E YF S
YES

.8 N,E N+F

.8 N9.F N,F:

tJ/n . NN•F

YFS

YF.S



TABLE 2 (Cont'd.)

N
^

Code Latitude Longitude

o o

VOL
WAri
WA o
W AN
wF'R

WRA
^ VIE=

VKA

1
I

ÜOiJ

GIP
UCC
WHM
ftl).1
ALE
ri (.._ C
FH C

I
FCC
FF C

^
I

^

FSJ
wC

1 !\J K

LHC
M'^ C
Q TT
NHC
PrI T
R E S
S C H
Sf-. ^
SF A
S7.1
\1 1C
YKç1
YKC
CC)C

I
ALS
ANP
CHY
Hi-.N
H5l
HSiJ
N:vA
ILA
K AU
LAY
rP•JG
TAI
T «P
T A W
TCU

4 l7 S
`' 30 S

36, 1? ^

4 1? S
:33 .57 S

ly 57 S
48 1S.N
4 f•t 1 t, N

5U 06 N.

50 36 N
50 4B N

49 '30 N
2? 54 5.

8 2 29 N
64 19 N

63 44 N
")8 4 E; N
5 4 43 I`:
`)4 26 N

5^ 17 . N
68 17 I`J
4S 2^ fJ
7 h 14 N
45 24 N

5 O 4 2 t'J
49 19 N

7 4 41 N
54 49 N
5 O 24 N
47 (17 N

4 7 34 N
4 R 31 N

62 -30 N
()2 p y N

f; 54 N
1:3 .31 N

23 30 N
22 U() i^
23 ('1h N
2 4 4 P. N

?, :i 58 N
24 46 N

12 37 N

12 0? tN

23 :3? N
2.3 00 N

z') e, 2 N
22 21 N
?_4 O9 N

152
143
148
15?.
15u
134
16
16
4
5

4
5

43
6?
9f,
6 Fs
9 4

.101
124
77

133
89

119
75

12l
119
95
66

11l
I ll

52
123
114
114
71)

120
121
12 i,
12U
121
1^()
IZl
1.21
1L(i
1?_1
11^
120

120
120

Country

AUSTRAL I A

AOSTRAL:I:A.
AIJSThAI_IA
AUS TF2AL I A
AUST PAL. I^
AUSTkALIa
A(JSTRIA
AI!STf2I A
F?FLG IUP

1-É.LG IUM
r?FLG IUM
^'sF;LG 1UN'
HRAZ IL
CANADA
CANAI)A
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
CANADA
C:ANAf)A'

CANADA
C.,AnIAfiA
CAr\IAI?.A
CA!VA1)A
CANAI:)A
CANtiLiA

CANAUA
CANADA
CANADA
CANAI.)A
CANADA
CANADA

CANAf)A
CANADA
CF:.YLON
CHINA
CHINA
CHINA

C H. 11", A
CHINA
CHIMA

CH.CNA
CHINA
(; H I kI A
CHINA
^. H I N A
CHINA
CH lNia
CFi INA
CHINA

SPZ LPZ Horizontal Special

Mag..(K) Mâg.(K) SP LP

?S. N,Ë
YF S

Y E S
YES

( .A.RkAY,SFF TnHLE 3)

4.

N,E
34 M , r'.- N , E

N/A
6(1 . 3. 7
26. 3.8
32. z.6
369 4. 1
3y. 4.?
29. 2.0
2`r3. 4.0
H. . 3.1

2.3. 2.8
7P_. . 3 . 6
24• 3.2
140 1•4

0^
611. 3.1
2y• 3.0
4?. 3.5
21. 1•R
r1.4 .9

22. l.a
(ARRAY,SEE TAHL.E
44. ?•?

N,E
N,E

N,E
N,E
N,E
N,E
N,E
N,E
N,t
M, E
W , E
N,E
N, F_
N.E.
N,E

N,k.

N,É

N,E

nI , F
N,E
Na^
N,E
N+E:
M,F

N,E N,F.
N,E N+F'
N,F NI,E.

3 A N D 4)

N,t t.l,F.

YE_S

YES
YES
YFS

Yl: S
YF..S

6.:3 i^ N,F N,F
YF* S
YF S

YE.S
YE5
YES
YFS
YF S
YFS
YES
Y F S
YF.S
YES
YES



NeE 
N.Ë 
NIE 
N.E 

1\11È.. 

N.E 
N.F 
NeE 

YES 
YES 

YF S 

YES 

yFS 

yES 

YES 

Net_ 
N.E' 
N.E 
N.E 

NtE 
N11:  

N/A 
3. 

N,E 
N.E 
NIE 

N.F 
N.E 

TABLE 2 (Cont'd.) 

Country Code 	Latitude Longitude 
o 	o  

SPZ 	• • • LPZ 	Horizontal 	Special 
Mag. (K) 	Mag.(K) 	SP 	LP 

'UN 
YOS 
HOG 
Cre 

GAL 
COP 
GDH 
KIG 
NOR 
AAE 
HLL  
JOE 
KLV 
KON 
NUR 
OUL 
SOO 
GPF 
ARG 

ATH 
JAN 
PLG 
NRK  
VAM 
VLS-
GHA 

DJA 
L./MD 
•LEm 
MED 
MKAit* 
TNG 
KER 
NJL7'›* 
MSH 

,SHI 

SkI 
TAB 
TEH 
VAL 
ElL 
HAF 
JER 

FIN  
MLS 
PmP 
1P1 
HOJ  

22 45 

23: 29 
•4 

58 
5 28 

10 47 
55 41 
69 15 
70 25 
81 36 
9 . 02 

59 14 
62 39 
69•45 
64 06 
6.0 31 
65 05 
67 2? 
49 42 
36 13 
•37 5S 
29 39 
40 22 
39 15 
35 24 
38 11 
13 36 
6 11 
13 39 

50 
-3 33 
5 04 
6 11 

34..21 
.36 46 
36.19 
29 31 
36 46 
".J8 04 
35' 44 
Si. 56 
29 ;5 
32 48 
31 46 
41 21 
43 47 

12 
41  49 
4.5 .  4.3 
18 00 

12) 09' 
120 57 
/4 04 

75 37 
73 44 

75 16 
12 26 
b3 3? 

21 59 
16 41 
38 46 
24 55 
29 42 
27 01 
27 .42 
24 39 
25 54 
26.38 

 11 13 
28 8 
23 43 
20 51 
23 27 
26 16 
.24 12 
20 3 .5 
77 26 
106 50 
115 12 
107 37 
98:41 
119 38 
106.30 
47 06 
49 23 
59 35 
52 32 
49 23 
46 20 
51 23 
1015 

 35 0 
35 1 
35 11 

• 13 24 
11  15 
15 33 
12 42 
13 46 
76 45 

CHINA 	• 	 . 
'CHINA 
•COLOBJA 	 12.5' 
.COLOMRIA • 	" 	N/A. 
CoLOME3IA 
COLO:IBTA 	 . N/A 
IiENMARK • 
PENMAPK 
PENMARK 	 12•5 

'DENMARK 	• • .. 	5. 
ETHIOPIA 	 • 50. 
FINLAND 	 1 8 .f. 
FINLAND 	 • 33. 
FINLAND 	• 	 25. • 

FINLAND ' 	• 	46 • 
FINLAND 	 25. 
FINLANTY.: 	.200. 
FINLAND. 
GERMANY(Fü.9EP) 50. 
(iPEECF 	• 
GHEE_CE 	 12 - .5 
GPF.ECE - 	 • 	• 
(.4tEE -CE 

• • •GPEECE. 
GpEECE.. 	- 
•GPEEÇE - 
INDIA 	. 

INDONESIA 
INDONESIA • 	. • 	• 
INDONESIA 	25.. 
INDONESIA 
INDONESIA. 	. 	• 	• 

INDONESIA 
IRAN 	' 	 6, 

'PAN 	 80... 
IRAN . 12.5 
IRAN 
IRAN 

 IRAN • • 12.5' 
IRAN 	. 	• 	10.  • 
IRE.LANO 	 • 	12.5 

ISRAEL. 	• 	N/A 
ISRAEL 	 N/A. 
ISRAEL 	 •N/A 
ITALy - • 	 N/A 
'ITALY 	• 	 . 
ITALy 	 • 4.8 
ITALY 	• 	 • H/A 
ITALY.. 	 50. 
JAMAICA 	 10.  

N.F 	. 
' 

.8 
1.5 
.8 • 
.8, 

1.5 

N.E 
N,E 

1.5 	N.E 
1.5 

15. 	N4E • N.E.  

1.5 	N.E  NE  
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

1.2 (SEE TABLE 3) 
YES 
YES 

.8 	NO': 
YES 
NtiES 

•YES 

.1.5' 
1.5 

YES 
1.5 	N.E 

:NeE 
NeE 

N/A 

N/A 	NeE N.E 
NtA 	N.E N.E 

YES 
.Y ES 
• YES 
YES 

1+ 

100. 

3.0 

1.5 

N,E• 
N.E 
N, E. 



TABLE 2 (Cont'd.) 

SPZ 	 LPZ 	Horizontal 	Special 
Mag.(K): 	Mag.(K) 	SP 	LP 

Country  Code 	Latitude 	Longitude 
o • 0 

I. 

1 

PRJ 
T 

. 1)0R 

KYS 
MAT 
M1J 
OIS 
SHK . 

 SkY  
SK 

ORS 
WK11 
wmy 
SE0 
LOX 
TAN 
CLK 
CHH 
COM 
GOm 

LCO 
LNM 
MAZ 
MEP 
w.1Z 
OAX 
OXM 

J 

Pmm 
PPm 
TAC 

VCM 
VHM  

'MON 
AVE 
IF R 
Pi:3A 
R8Z 
T 10 
0  j N 

HEE 
RSH 

A E 
KPP 

17 
1 8  

35 

:36 
:34 
34 

35 
36 
33 
34 
33 
37 
49 
18 

20 
21 
21 
23 
20 
19 
•1 
19 

1H 
17 
19 
19 

18 
1 9 

 19 
17 
43 
33 
33 
34 
33 
:30 

50 
52 
t3 
37 

/6 
7b 

139 
133 
140 
130 
140 
135 
132 
139 
140 
133 
135 
133 
126 

47 
34 

106 
92 

103 
101 
101 
106 

89 
104 

99 
95 

101 

98 
99 

100 
99 
99 

96 
96 

7 
5 

.6 
. 	6 

7 
5 

5 
• .5 

171 
175 

51 
49 

28 
09 
13 
o 7 

41 

29 
10 
4-1 
58 
08 
33 
59 

08 
19 
42 
40 
24 
3/ 
20 
46 
43 
25 

33 
38 
12 
12 
04 
11 
08 
47 
26 
25 
08 
50 
50 
16 
11 
59 
50 
40 
47 

32 

N/A 

3.4  
. 8 	N.F 	N,F: 	Y12.5 

YES 
N 

;3. 	N,E 	NE  

	

.7 	N.F 	N,F 	YE'S 

YES 

	

.1.4 	N,E 	N.E 	YES 
N.E 

YF S 
YES 
YES 
YF S 

1.5 	1\19E 	N,!": 
YES 
YES 

N.E. 
YES 
YES 
YES 

N.E 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YE'S 
YES 

YES 
YES 

- YES 

'T'ES.  
N 

	

1.5 	N.E. 	N.F 

N/A 
N,E 

1•0 

. 5 	 N,F 	YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

▪ NIE N.E 
N,F 

YES YES 

N.F N.F 

11. 
100. 
4?• 

1.0.2 
45. 

- 14. 

50. 

/5.9 
20. 

20 . 

17.5 

120. 
48. 

170. 
82. 

120. 

50. 
120. 

6.3 

67. 
N/A 

30. 
8 0 • 

30. 
50• 

6.5 . 
12•5 
35• • 

56 N . 
 05 N 

00 

41 N 
2 N. 

33 N 
13 N 
06' N. 
32 N 
37 N 
12 N 
32 N 
11 N 
39 N 
34 N 
36 N 

S 
41 S 
38 N 
15 N 
41 N 
09 N 
07 N• 

N 
57 N 
03 N 
01 1.1 
18 N 

N 
16 N 

N 
04 N 

N 
45 N 
59 N 

.N 

12 N 
09 .  M 
44. .N 

1 8  N 
31 N 
01 N 
56 •N 
57 N 
06 N. 

53 N 
N 

fY  N 
55 .5 

S 

JAMAICA 	• 
JA1‘..ii\ cA 
JAPAN 
JAPAN • 
„JAPAN 
JAPAN 
JAPAN 
JAPAN 	. 
JAPAN.  
JAPAN " 
JAPAN 	. 
JAPAN 
JAPAN • • 
JAPAN. 	• 
KOPEA (PEP) 
LUXEMBOUPG . 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI. • 

.MEX I CO 
mr X I CO 
MEXICO 	. 
MEXICO 
mEXICO 
MEXICO 
r.4::X1C0 	• • 
MEXICO 	• 
MF-  X ICO 
mEXICO 
MEXICO 
mEXICO 
MEXICO 
MEXICO 
.r1F:x1C0 
MEXICO 
MEXICO 
MEXICO 
MEXICO • • 
mExICO 
fviONACO 

MOK ) CCO 
mOROcc 	. 
moPOCcO 	• . 
MOPOCCO • . 
MOROCCO 	• 
NE T HERE ANDS 
•NETHERL ANDS 
NE, THERL ANOS 

THERL ANDS 
NEW ZEALAND 
NEW •ZEALANO 



Code 	Latitude . Longitude 
i 	• 

•() 

LPZ 	Horizontal 
Mag.(K) 	SP 	LP 

(41,  
Special •I  

TABLE 2 (Cont'dà 
10 

SPZ 
Mag.(K) 

Country 

J' 

37 
40 
13 
51 
•17 
23 
55 
39 
49 
18 
39 

25 
08 
40 
12 
18 
43 
45 
08 
56 

21 
51 
25 
27 
44 
28 
27 
53 
28 
08 
50 
35 
O'D 

49 

52 
32 
51 
12 
00 
22 
55 
3 6 

 49 
35 
24 
55 
4h 

17 

170 
175 
167 
159 
166 
174 

5 
11 
9 

10 
18 
73 
6h 

120 
125 
121 

32 

25 

13 
0 
2 
0 
2 

• 4 

16 
4 

13 
13 
20 
12 
13 
20 
17 

7 

- 9 
a 

• •e) 

32 
28 

- 27 
28 

41 
-26 
30 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 
yEs 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

.4 

•8 
6. 

1.5 
TABLE 

3e0 
6.0 
3.0 
"3,0 

N/A 

N9E 
N9E 
NeE 

N9E 
Kf9E 

3 AND 4) 

NIE 
N.Ei N9E 
NIE N9E 
N9E N9E 
N'E N9E 
N9E N9E 

N.F 
N.F 

mJZ 	43 
mNci 	40 
MS7 	44 
RAR 
SHA 	77 
viLL 	41 
BEP 	60 
KHS 	78 
KON 
NOS** bp 
TPO 	b9 
NIL 	33 
OUE 	30 
dAG 	16 
bAv 	7 
MAN 	16 
COI 	40 
CN(3 	26 
LIS 	38 
PUA 	37 

.41 
14 
38 
36 
41 

36 
•36 
28 
39 

Dt.L 	b6 
HFS 	60 
KIR 	h7 
SKA" 63 
›ui.)U 	60 
OmE 	e53 
UPP 	59 
bA.S 	4/ 
CHU 	46 
COS** 46 
NEU.. 
ZUR 
ANK 
CIN 
DMK 	41 
OPH 	39 
LK() 	40 
LPZ 	39 
- "iN 	39 
GPA '• 40 

28 
?9 

55 
46 
45 
46 
20 
55 
38 
50 
46 
15 
57 
35 
37 
05 
26 
11. 

 09 
40 
37 
34 
29 
28 
09 
30 
25 

14 
03 
52 
42 
25 
17 
36 
14 
38 
35 
32 
51 
57 
35 
49 
05. 
45 
38 
48 
16 
20 
19 

NEW ZEALAND 
NEw ZEALAND 
iEw ZEALAND 
NEw 2EALAND 
NEw ZEAU,ND 
rEw ZEALANb 
NORWAY-
NORWAY 
'NORWAY 
NORWAY 
NORWAY 
PAKISTAN 
PAKISTAN 
P HILIPPIS 
PHILIPPINES 
P 1.11UPPINES 
PORTUGAL 
PORTUGAL 
PORTUGAL' 
PORTUGAL 
PORTUGAL 
PORTUGAL 
SPAIN 	' 
SPAIN 
SPAIN. 
SPAIN 
SPAIN 
SPAIN 
SPAIN 
SPAIN 
SWEDEN 
SWEDEN 
SWEDEN

'  
- 

SWEDEN 
SWEDEN 
SWEDEN 	- 
SWEDEN 
SWITZERLAND 
SWITZERLAND . 

 SWITZERLAND 
SWITZERLAND 
SWITZERLAND. 
TURKEY 	- 
TURKEY 	- 
TURKEY 
TURKEY 
rURKEY 
TURKEY 
'TURKEY 
TURKEY 

30, 
,499 

53., 
he 3 
6.3 
6.3 

25. 
50. 
(APPAY.SFE 
50. 

100. 
200. 
25e 
6.3 

12,5 
R. 
N/A 
3.5 

50 • 
N/A' 
8.5 
8.5 
6.3 
6.8 

50. 
2.5 
8.5 

25. 
13.5 
(ARRAY.SFE 
13. 8 

 14.5 
13.0 
75. 
40. 

15.. 
15. 
NIA 
N/A 
N/A 

.15. 
N/A 
4\i/A 

N9E N9E 
N/A 

N.F 
• 

N1E 
N9E 

1.5 	N9E N.E 

,N9E 
NiE N9E 

TABLE  3 

19? 

N.E N.E 
N.E 

1 

1 

• • 

PTO 
SUH 
ALI 
ALm 
FOP 
LGR 
MAL 
SFS 

TuL 

47 
47 
39 
37 

1 .5 

A N D '4 ) 

5.5 



TABLE 2 (Cont'd.)

PCode Latitude Longitude Country
o ' 0 f

KAS
R AM

t : K .q.

Cil(i

^I•.(i

iiL!n

41 ?? i'v 33 46 E. Tl1RKf'Y
37 46 N 41. 1.8 E Ti.1F^r(F Y
1.^? 47 N 98 F,y E THAILAN i)

r 10 f+ 1 G 0 37 E iHAILANl:)
5.1 f4 31 t0 L Ur.i1TEL O^AE? 14E P

`?5.20 IN 3 10 W IiNITfrf) K1N(iUOM
55 20 N j 11 t: ON I TF:I) K IN(2 U0A 4

AIL _3,3 ?E, N 84 10 rr IiNITtI) STATES

CUL r,4 54 N 147 48 W (1N I TF.p STATES

W`)L 19 N 1 13 W O ►^! ^ T E:I i K I NGl)JMAAI^t . 4?_ 1m i'J 8.3 39 w I1NI TF1.) STATES
ALP** 65 13 N 146 00 W UNITk.[) ST,4TES
ALU 34. ^^7 N 106 .28 W Ur•a.l TE[) STATES

B H P 8 5P Pi . 79 33 aJ UN TTF.D STATESii KS _37 E;3 hl 122 14 w 11NITE(.) STATES
ËsLA :37 1.:3 1•+ riU ?.5 W C!r:!1TtU STATE.S•
HUZ 4f; 36 N 111 :3H W. UNITE:D STATES

L(}k 44 ;i^^ f•s 123 18 I;NTTF. STATES

L'^JG

FL0
h t. ()

32 51 j'y 96 47 W I.JNITr't) S1•ATES
4j} 1'4 112 49 ^v Ur,iI.TF^ STATES
3N 4r P4 90 t^2 W l1NI TF.(') STATES
3H 54 N 77 04 w Uri1 Tt: 1) S'1 ATES

SPA y() ti(i S r) 0.0 ^r•!TTF,L STATES

GUL 39 4? N 105 22 W .Ur.;ITE:II STATES
G5C

11F4H W UNITH) STATES
60a l'3 3d rd 144 55 E t:NITf:I) STATES
JCT 30 ?y VJ '-)9 48 W 0N1TFL) STATkSK.IP ?1 ^^`> P) 156 54 W I;NITFp STATESLAO

46 41 r•j 106 13 W l!N1TED STATESLON 46 45 N 121 .49 VI (JrIITFD STATES
LL)(-' -33 3`3 h 101 52 W i.1N 1 Tr=.U STATES
0E 41 O4 N . 74 37 W UNI TEt) STATE:S
pXF

34 31 N 89 25 W (JNITEU S-1ATESlci
44 OS N 10:3 13 W I1nIITFD STATES

5t F' 4() 49 I< 77 S2 W (INITr-"(:) 5> ATtS
S^Ia

3 0 4P N 88 t)Fi W 114! ITED STATES
SJG 1r4 07 N 6f.) r)ÿ W Uri1TFl:i STATES

T^^C- 3;^ .l'=) N 110 47
ua'r S 4? ?3 iv 71 19
CAf'2 10 2b i'J 66 '^5
Cr.lm 10 41 N 2 ?
Li,i

71 16
ME:v^;} rl :31 N 71 09
NHA I? 13 r^ 109 13
L,(1 46 (').^ PI 14 32
t) H^( i^;t 41 () 7 N ?41 4 8
5K() [+ 15ft l'J l l. ?6
V A Y** 4 1 . ) . 1-) N 22 34

ISK 41. OiE Ii (14 E Ti !kKF Y
I5T

41 03 h 28 59 E fIIHKF'Y

!1F! 1 TF D STATES
(^I, iITFf? STATES
VENE.7_UE L.4.
'J F NF= 7t1F L.A

VF:NF:Zl1FLA
VF"NF:ZUF:LA
VItT-NAM (EtEP)
Y(. ► 1;OSLAVIA
YI.I(;()SLl1 V T A
YI)GriSLAVTn.
Yl1GOSL,4V f A

SPZ . LPZ Horizontal Special
Mag.(K) -Mag:(R) SP LP

15r1, 1.5 N,F- N•F YF_S
25• 1.5 N,F N,F:
I. s^.
5O.

400-
;-> s .

5()•
(APRAY,SFE

.5
3•0
3.ij
3•
T A H L E
5.

I.S.
?5. l.S N•E: N,E
(ARRAY,SEETA4LE. 4)
10t1•

`-50 .
12 -5
^y.
5(^.

20U.
]U0.

1?•5
?5.

400. . .

25.
4n0.
1nr).

h•.3
?0U•

1?•5
CARF(AY, SEE.

1001
?5.
`5 U.

50.
25) ^
S0.

693
50•
01j.1

?0O•
50•
z5•

4•5
3•h

'IS,^
?_0•
?_R•
35•
f5.

3-0 N, F-. N F
1.5 N•E N•F

•u N,E N,I--
3 o N•E_ r-j•E.-
3.0 NE_ N.E
3.0 N.E N•E
1.5 . N.E N,E

.R N,E N9 F
1.5 N,E N,k
3.0 N,E N,F_
3.U N.E N,E

` N.E N,F:
1.5: N,E N• ►_
1.5 N,F N,F:

•H - N F- N•F
I.5 N,E N,l-
•8 N.t N.F

TABLE 3 ANU 4)
1•5 N.F N,É
1•5 N.E. N.F

P N•(_ NsE.
N,E N,F:
N,F N,F
N,E N,F.
N,t N.f
N.E N
rI.E N.E.
N.F N.E:
N•E N,F.
N,E YES
N,E

1 •5 . N•E N.F
2•S N,E N,F

1•n
N , E

F._
N.E
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd.)

Footnotes:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I`d/A (PJOT EaVE>Il_03LF) Ii,ufC, i\ TFS A'iF_lSMO(7kAPH IN (1F'È:RATION Al S1`ATTON
►ïl;T il;n(:^WIFICA1 1,01\1 C(UI_0 P,iO( HE (+k:FINEU F'FlOM IN.FOkMATL0'J AVA(LABLE.

C(iiJE.`) 5 o ^ u- :51 GN.3 r En APF. Aflt?P TEE:(? HEHE ANf) 13f1 NO T APPF. AR I N I. S. i)EP T.

OF CC)MME:ÈICF:.o :SSA F?UïiLICATtON - SEISMOORAHH STATIOnI. AiiBREVIATI()NS -,
APkIL, 1970.

POT SP/, MAGNIF IC:ATION (.)F 25K IN THF. CANADIAN SUkMTSSI(1N To THE
Ut•.lITEI) NATIONS WAS IN ERROR.

THE NHI.LlPPI.NÉS.SF'Ï AND LPZ M413NIFICATIPNS FOR HA.r, AND UAV ARE
hr:I.IEVËi^ rY THF Al)TriüRS TO HAVE BEEN INAf)VERT£.NTLŸ.HEVEkSF'U Ir,r
ThF PHILIPPINES rtETURr.ï.
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Code Latitude Longitude

GBA 13 36 N 77.26 E
EKA 55 20 N 3 10 W
HFS 60 08 N 13 42 E

LAO* 46-41 N 106 13 W

NOS* 60 49 N 10 50 E

WRA 19 57 S 134 20 E
YKA 62 30 N 114 36 W

SPZ Arrays Not Included:

GRF 49 42 N 11 13 E

SAA 15 38 S 47 59 W

HEL 59 14 N 24 55 E

DDR 36 00N 139 12 E

TABLE 3.

SPZ ARRAY STATIONS

Country Number of Effective

Elements Magnification

India 20
United Kingdom 22.-
Sweden 3

United States 345
of America

Norway

Australia

Canada

147

20
19

Other Components

210 K See GBA in Table 2

135 K See ESK in Table 2
140 K See HFS in Table 4,

LPN and LPE at one element

1250 K All LP elements (Table 4)

contain LPN and LPE
1250 K All LP elements (Table 4)

contain LPN and LPE

300 K None
400 K See YKC in Table 2 and

YKA in Table 4

Comments

Germany

(Fed. Rep..of)
Brazil

Finland

19

Japan Irregular

Incomplete; included as ,a single

station. (Table 2)
Incomplete; no magnification or noise

figures given

No phasing facility; also conventional

station (Table 2)

Microearthquake array; also conventional

station .(Tàble 2)

* LAO and NOS are commonly referred to in the literature as LASA and NORSAR, respectively.

w
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TABLE 4. 

LPZ ARRAY STATIONS 

Code 	Latitude Longitude 	Country 	Number of Effective 
Elements 	Magnification 

ALP 	65 13 N 146 00 W 	United States 	19 	120 K 
of America 

HFS 	60 08 N 	.13 42 E . 	Sweden 	 3 	• 	28. K 

LAO 	46 41'N 	106  13W 	United States 	17 	120 K 
. 	of America 

NOS 	60 49 N 	10. 50 E 	Norway 	 19 	120 K 

YKA 	62 30 N 	114 36 W 	Canada 	 3 . . 	28 K 
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3. SENSITIVITIES OF STATIONS ASSUMED IN THIS STUDY

3.1 ' SPZ Conventional Stations

Each country was asked to specify in its UN return the opera-

tional magnification of any reported short-period seismograph at a period

of 1 second. Thesevalues, where available, are listed in Table 2 and

are the only data, except.for some special cases for which additional

data has appeared in the literature, from.which a judgement can be. made

of the operational sensitivities of the SPZ stations.

The standard short-period or hot-pen (tielicorder) record or

seismogram is'normally of one-day duration with a speed of 60 mm per

minute, 15 minutes of data per line, and thus 2.5 mm between adjacent

lines. It is the usual practice to have.the operational sei_smograph.

mâgnification set to yield a certain background noise amplitude appro-

priâte to this trace spacing. In order to define the detection capa-

bilities of the stations, the basic assumption we have made is that the

noise levels, and thus the operational magnifications, are such that a

P wave signal will be identified on the records 50 per cent of the time

if it reaches a trace amplitude of 1 mm. There are a number of known
cases for which this assumption will yield conservative estimates of

station sensitivities; Canadian stations, particularly, with which we

are most familiar, will be discussed in section 6.2.

A,further complication is that in the UN returns,, there.are

also cases of statiôns where the quoted magnification is believed by us

to be a maximum rather.than the.normal operational value; in these cases

resulting sensitivities will be too large.

However, in order to proceed further, the 1'mm, 50 per cent

signal detection assumption is applied to all stations without.considera-

tion of possible exceptions, and.is believed to be realistic, if slightly

conservative.

The formula relating P wave signal displacement with P wave

magnitude is

m = log(A/T) + Q(A,h)

where A is the vertical ground displacement in microns, T is the

corresponding period in seconds, and Q is the distance (A) and focal

depth '(h) calibrating function. Considering only a fixed focal depth

of h = 25 km , using a fixed.signal period of T= 1 sec , and making

the appropriate conversion of units, the 50 per cent 1 mm seismogram .
signal can.be converted to a 50 per cent interval probability (I.P.) mag-

nitude detection value as follows:

m50(A) = QW - log V

where V is the magnification in K at a period 'of 1 second. Thus each

SPZ station with a known (and fixed) magnificatiôn has a 50 per cent I.P.

magnitude detection capability as a function of distance only, defined by

equation (2).

(1)

(2)
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3:2 	SPZ Array Stations  

It is eésential when considering world-wide deteetionéapa-- 
bilities involving mixed array and cOnventional stations to devisé a 
technique whereby array stations can be considered as extra-sensitive 
single stations with aàsumed effective  magnificationS which depend on 
the character and geometry of the array and the signal processing .  tech-
nique adopted. Each of the SPZ arrays must, therefore, be considered 
separately using all available information to decide on this effective 
magnification. 

The U.K.-Type Arrays. The data available for the four 
type short-period arrays (YKA, WRA, GBA and EKA; see Table 3) are an 
approximate 50 per cent annual noise level for each of the arrays 
(Burch, 1969), and a well-defined detection capability  for the YKA array 
(Anglin, 1970). The noise levels, converted to equivalent m at a - 
distance of' A = 600  , are m4 ..0 , m4.1 , m4:3 , and m4..5 for YKA, 
WRA, GBA and EKA, respectively, In this calcillation, Burch hàs assumed 
a unity signal-to-noise ratio for a single sensor, which is equivalent 
to a signal-tonoise ratio of approximately 4 for the phased sum. Anglin's 
results for YKA based on automatic array deteétion with digital delayed-
sum and correlogram processing indicate an average 50 per Cent I.P. de-
tection capability .  of m504.3 at epicentral distances about 60 0 . The YKA 
capability using  an  automatic detection algorithm is Sm500..3 poorer 
than the equivalent . noise Calculation beCauSe the algorithm  assumes  no • 
Prior knowledge of Where to focus the beams and must liMit the occurrence 
of false event (noise) triggers to a reasonable number. With no equiva-
lent detection figures available for the other arrays, it is assûmed . 

 that using an equivalent prodessing technique the, dm0.3 difference , 
would apply, and the 60 0  m50 values are converted to an effective magni-
fication V using equation (2). This results in the effective magnifi-
cation for these àrrays shown in Table 3. 

HFS (SPZ). No detection  figures are available -  for HFS, but 
the 1-second noise is quoted as 12.5 mp* (Swedish UN return). Assuming 
13 signal-to-noise improVément using a phased sûm, the signal will be 
detectable 50 per cent of the. time with a displacement of about .  7 mp . 
This converts to the effective'magnification of 140 K giVen in  Table, 3. 

LAO (SPZ). The quoted 50 per cent I.P. detection capability 
for LAO (SPZ) is given (SIPRI, 1968) as m3..8 using beam-forming tech-
niques. Assuming a mid-third zone distance of 60 0 , this converts using': 
equation .(2) to the effective  magnification of 1250 K .given in Table 3. 

* This single sensor noise level appears unusually high in comparison 
té noise data available for similar environments elsewhere in the 
world., and is believed to include noise at periods slightly above 1 
second. If this is true, a narrow band filtering of the HFS data 
(this is applied to the YKA data prior to automatic processing) 
-would increase the effective magnification determined for HFS by 
a factor of 2 or more. 

01 

• 
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. 	NOS (SPZ). No noise levels, operating magnification or dé- 
tection Capabilities are available for NOS; this is due'principally' 
to the Short : period of time it has been in operation.* HOwever, be-
cause of the importance Of NOS to world-wide deeection, an effective 
magnification has been assigned to it,for purposea of this study. Al-
though it has fewer elements than LAO ,(see Table 3) . , it does have a 
more suitable geoMetry, and on this basis is assigned an effective • 
magnification equal to that of LAO, 1250 K.** 

3,3, 	•PZ Conventional Stations  

Each country was asked to specify the magnification of its 
long-period stations at 15 or 20 seconds; the returns included values 
in the range from 15 to 30 seconds. Since conventional long-period 
seismographs usually have generally flat magnification within the 
range from 10 to 30 seconds, the quoted value is assumed to apply at 
20 seconds; the values for LPZ are listed in Table 2. 

The dominant noise on conventional LPZ seismograms is commonly • . 
near 6-second periods and due to oceanic microseisms. A conventional 
LPZ seismograph writes 1 line per hour with 10 mmhetween adjacent lines. 
It is assumed for . purposes of discussing the detection of 20-second Ray-
leigh wayes that the shorter period noise level and thus the operational 
magnification are such that a 20-second signal will be - identifiable 50 
per cent of the time if it reaches a trace amplitude of 2 mm. From our 
experience this seems a reasànable practical'criterion to adopt in order 
to proceed further. 

There are two single LPZ stations (GRF in Germany and WOL in 
the U.K.) in the returns which possess magnetic tape recording facilities., 
This tape facilitY, with extra electronic filtering during recording or 
on playback from.the magnetic tape to.reject the shorter period noise, 
allows qucitation of a magnification at least 3 times higher than the 
conventional photographic stations. . 

.The formula adopted for relating Rayleigh wave signal to a sur-
face wave magnitude is 

= log (A/T) + 1.66 log 4 + 3.3 , 	 (3) 

* At the time of pref,aration of this report, the authors understand 
that full array operation at NOS cari  be expected in the autumn.  of 
1970. Parts of the array haveheen operational for some time. 

** If these assumptions concerning NOS are in error, the assumed ef-
fective . magnification for this array may, in fact; be differene by 
up to. about a factor of 2; this, however, would have no important 
effect on P.wave detection described in.later .chaptérs. 

I.  
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where A is the maximum vertical Rayleigh wave trace amplitude converted

to ground displacement in microns, and. T is the corresponding period in

seconds. Considering a Rayleigh wave period of 20 seconds and making

the appropriate units conversion, the 50 per cent detection signal level

of 2 mm is related to the 50 per centI.P. Rayleigh wave..magnitude by the

formula

M50(0) = 1.66 log A - log V + 2.3 (4)

where V is the LPZ 20-second magnification in K.. Thus each LPZ sta-

tion has, for a fixed magnification, a 50 per cent I.P. Rayleigh wave

detection capability as a function of.distance only, given by équation (4).

3.4 LPZ Array Stations

As for the SPZ array stations, the LPZ arrays can be assigned

an effective magnification on the basis of available noise data and de-

tection capabilities. The basic assumptions concerning LPZ arrays are

that they include.sufficient filtering capability that the 6-second noise

can be ignored, and that they have a data processing facility for forming

phased sums.

YKA (LPZ). An unpublished study.by the authors has shown that

the 50 per cent noise.at YKA is about 60 mu near 20 seconds. Assuming-

a. V3 signal-to-noise improvement due to a phased suin and, a 2.0 signal-

to-noise ratio for signal detection, the 50 per.cent I.P. signal will:.be

70 mu which can.be converted to the effective magnification of 28 K.

.given in Table 4.

HFS (LPZ): The quoted 20-second noise for HFS (Swedish UN

return) is identical to that for YKA and the effective mâgnificatiôn

will also be 28 K.

LAO (LPZ). The quoted Rayleigh wave detection capability for

LAO (Capon et al., 1967b) is m4.5 at the 60 per cent I.P: lével, which

can.be converted to m4.4 at the 50 per cent I.P. level or M3.0 (see

section 3.5) at the 50 per cent I.P..level. This.is`for A = 850 , but

includes matched filtering. The matched filtering which yields a detec-

tion improvement of 8 db (6M0.4) will be removed here, but'discussed in

a later section. Following this correction, the 50 per cent I.P. for

Rayleigh detection is M3.4 , which converts (using A = 850) from equation

(4) to the effective magnification of 120 K given in Table-4.

NOS (LPZ) and ALP. No noise or detection figures are^availabie

for NOS and ALP. Although there may be a slightly higher noise level at

these sites (comparable to northern Canada and Sweden) than.at LAO, NOS

and ALP were designed for optimum LPZ detection and on this basis are.

assignéd effective LPZ magnifications equal to the empirically defined

value for LA0,..120.K:

3.5 RayleiQhWave Detection in Terms of m
50

In order to refer to both P wave and Rayleigh wave detection in

terms of a single magnitude scale, the M50 Rayleigh wave`magnitudes
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determined from equation (4).are,converted to equivalent m50 
using the 

M50 = 1.59 m
50 
 - 3.97 	 (5) 

' 	• 
-This là the original (Gutenberg and Richter, 1956) relationship relating 
M and m and apPlies reasonably well to. any world distribution of earth-
quakes. 

The only specific study of Rayleigh wave detection which directly 
supports this adopted formulation is by Simons and GofOrth (1967). They 
present Rayleigh Wave detection prObabilities as a function of P , wave . mag-
nitude, epicentral distance and LPZ magnification using a large suite 
of widely distributed earthquakes recorded at five sensitive LPZ stations 
in the «United States. Their data for equivalent m50 interval. probability 
of Rayleigh wave detection versus epicentral distance for fixed magnifi-
cations agree with the formulation of equations.(4) and (5) within dm500.2 
over  the .distance range from 350  to 900 . At nearer distances they illus-
trate an improvement in Rayleigh wave detection rOughlY equivalent to  the 
improvements - gained from continental path propagation discussed in section 
6.3. Capon  et al. (1967b).  Present M versus m data which., when combined 
as a world-wide average; support the adoption of equation (5), but when 	, 
considered on a regional basis show that variations in the M versus m 
relationship occur. 

Thus, with the adoption of equation (5) . ,,the P wave magnitude, 
m50 , for which there is a 50 per cent interval probability of Rayleigh 
wave detection, can be determined as a iunction of distance for  any sta-
tion with an available*LPZ :  magnification. 

equation 
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4. GLOBAL P WAVE DETECTION 	 . 

4.1 	Individual Station Detection Probability FunctionS .  

The basic input data for the P wave detection calculations are 
the individUal station m50(à) values defined in section - 3.1 and 3.2. To 
determine the probability ofAetecting a given magnitude event at a 
given site by a group of stations with Various capabilities (various m50), 
we require a detection probability function for each station which.varies 
with the event magnitude. Ideally, we need either the noise amplitude 
probability distribution Ot an empirically defined detection probability: 
distribution versus ,M for each station. Since this type of station 
information is available for only a very small percentage  of thestations 
being considered, a general approximation Must be used. 

The only empirically defined individual Station P wave detection 
probabilities of which we are aware are from an unpublished study by the 
authors of the capabilities of the Canadian SPZ stations SES, OTT and ALE. 
For these statiOnS, the Magnitude range between the 10 and 90 per cent 
interval probabilities- of: detection is dm0.8 to 1.0 with the 50 per 
cent I.P. magnitude'near the center of the range. 

Assuming that the probability of locating an event by a given 
network of stations is ditectly telated to.individualstation ptobabili- . 

 ties of. detecting events, some location statistics çan . contribute to 
this problem. Some tests made by the authorS on the detection capability 
in à number of.airopean and-Asian regions using data for 1965, Tublished 
by the International Seismological Centre, - give . a magnitude difference 
5m0:4: to 0.5: between the 50 and 90 per cent capability., Evernden (1970b) 
has published Some diagrams indicating the world-wide capàbility.of the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey system. Our interpretation. of . 
the occurrenCe - slopes again leads to a correction of . 6m0.4 .  to change 
from 50 to 90 per cent interval probability magnitudes. 

Noise probabilities indicate a smaller range of equivalent 
magnitudes than  do the actùal detection probabilities giVen above. A 

Study: . by the authors (Basham and Whitham, 1966) of Short period micro-

seismic  noise on  Canadian seismograms shows that the 90 per cent cumu-
lative  noise  is on the average a factor of about 3 greater than  the 10 
per cent cumulative noise: a difference in equivalent magnitudes of 
6m0.5 . We believe that the actual detection probability range is 
greater than this becalise of the requirement of a larger  signal-to-noise . 

 ratio for detection in the.presence of high noise than in low noise. 

Statistically, the most likely.shape expected  for an  individual 
- station detection prObability function  versus  magnitude wOuld be an in-
tegrated normal curve, with each staticin expected to  have a somewhat 
different effective normal  variance.  Since these individual station 
Probability curves are not available, and thete are - other ungettainties 
in these calculations of equal -or greater magnitude, a linear probability 
function, suitable'to the above illusttated empirical data, of the form 

P(m) = m - m50  + 0.5 	(0 < P(m) < 1) 	 (6) 
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will be employed; P(m) is the probability that a station with capability 
m50 (defined in section 3.1) will detect thé P wave  of an earthqUake of 
magnitude m. This is simply an increase of 0.1 in detectiàn probability 
for each 6m0.1 increase; with  the P = 0.5 centered on the adopted m50 . 

4,2 	90 PersCent Detection Probabilities for an Event  

In order to find,  for a specific point on the earth, the earth-
qUake magnitude that will have P waves detected with a required probability 
by a given number of stations, we require some knowledge of thé . probability 
distribution of numbers of detections, as a function of the magnitude of 
the event, that can be expected from a large suite of  available stations 
having a wide range of P wave detection caPabilities. If the average 
number of detections is  small relative to the total number of stations, 
the probability distribution of the number of detections can be closely 
approximated by.the  Poisson distribution for each magnitude under Con-
sideration. If one  then considers at the specific  point in question a' 
range of event magnitudes, one has a family of Poisson curves. For each 
of these curves the procedure in section 4.1 describes how the number of 
detections can'be calculated. How one employs this . family of . curves for 
purposes of detection probability calculations depends. on the requirements 
of the exercise. We have chosen to define the P wave detection capability 
of the group of stations under consideration as the earthquake magnitude 
at a given site for which there will be - a 90 per cent probability of de-
tettion by a minimùffi given nnMbet'Of stations (N) , To do this we employ 
the cumulative form of the above family of Poisson distributions and cal7 
culatethat earthqUake magnitude for which the cumulative Poisson dis- 
tribution indicates a 90 per cent probability of detection by . >N stations. 
This cOmputational procedure was used for all detection calculations pre- 

• ..sented in the remainder of this report. 	•  

• 4.3- 	The 46-Station SPZ Network  

ihere are 199 stations in Table 2 (including, the 7 SPZ arrays) 
which have some degree of SPZ detection capability, i.e., a known SPZ 
magnification at 1 second. It will be . seen in the following sections 
that mjst  of  the.lower magnificàtion SPZ stations will not contribute 
in any'highly . significant way to discussions of global P wave detection 
capabilities. The first requirement, therefore, is to reduce the total 
of 199 SPZ stations to a conceptual world-wide network of à manageable 
number of SPZ stations  which can be used to discuss global P wave detection. 

In sections 4.5 and 4.6, the principal P wave detection results 
of this study will be presented as global contour maps, the calculations. 
for the contours being made at.146 grid points on the earth - separated 	. 
by.20° in both latitude and longitude. The procedure adopted to define 
an SPZ network was to choose for each grid point tbefour stations with 
the best P wave detection capability, i.e., with the lowest m50 values 
(see equation (2)). If, at the fourth lowest m50 .  value, there was 
more than one station with the same capability, the additional stations 
were also included. The total number of individual stations chosen by 
such a process was 46 (the 7 SPZ array' stations and 39 SPZ conventional 
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.stations).. This 46-station SPZ network is shown in Figure 1 and'will be

used exclusively for all P wave detection calculations which.follow.

In addition, however,.we have.illustrated in Figure 1 the locations of

the 30 additional stations which have SPZ magnifications >50 K . Many

of these stations, although not employed in detection calculations made

here, are of importance in considering regional studies and, in fact,

have been used in particular research studies which will be cited in

later sections. It can be noted that most of these additional.stations

are located in North America and Europe. It should also be noted that

a number of southern hemisphere stations selected for inclusion in the

46-station network by.the procedure defined above have SPZ magnifications

less than 50 K this is duè to the paucity of high SPZ magnification

stations in the southern hemisphere.

Although it may appear that the 46-station SPZ network as de-

fined will have a poorer P wave detection capability than a larger net-

work consisting of all 199 SPZ stations, in fact, the N-station detection

limit as we have defined.it (see section 4.2) will not, for small values

of. W and for a general point on the.eârth's'surface, be:significantly

different whether'using the 4.6=station or a 199=stat'ion networki

TABLE 5.

NUCLEAR EXPLOSION TEST SITES GIVEN SPÉCIAL CONSIDERATION

IN THIS.REPORT

.Site Code Location Latitude Longitude

NTS Nevada, U.S.A. 37.2 N 116.5 W

KAZ E. Kazakh, U.S.S.R. 49.7,N 78.1 E

SAH Southern Algeria 24.2 N 5.1 E

CHI Northwest China 41.4 N 88.3 E

ALU Aleutian Islands 51.4 N 179.2 E

NVZ Novaya Zemlya 73.4 N 54.8.E

MUR Mururoa Island 22.0 S 139.0 W
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4.4 P Wave Detection at Specific Sites

Although the principal result of this chapter will be global

P wave detection contour maps, it is of value to begin with a discussion
of P wave detection capabilities for events at seven specific sites:
(a) as an illustration of the.procedures which will be generalized to

the global coverage,.and (b) to define for these sites the formal de-

tection capabilities.of the 46-station SPZ network which will, in later

sections, be compared with empirical detection capabilities published

in the literature.

The sites chosen for examination in the light Of available

seismograph.station data are seven of.the active nuclear explosion

test sites; these seven sites,.eàch assigned a 3-letter.site code,;are

listed in Table 5, and plotted in Figure 2. It must be emphasized that

the discussion at this point applies only to earthquakes, that is, to

hypothetical or real (if they happen to occur) earthquakes at adepth

of 25 km, at or,near (say, with epicenters within about 100 of) the

seven sites chosen for study. The conclusions drawn for conceivable

earthquakes at these sites will, of course, be.expanded in later chap-

ters to a discussion of both the "detection and identification of under-

ground nuclear explosions at these same sites.

A11 presumed underground nuclear explosions have been de-

tonated in the-northern hemisphere. It is for..purposes-of comparing

and contrasting detection capabilities at- a southern hemisphere;site

that MUR (an atmosphericexplosion test site) has been-inclùded with

the six northernhemisphere sites in this study.

The epicentral distance range considered for P wave detection

calculations is 0<- 0<. 900 . Although the magnitude computational

formula, and therefore the P wave detection capability, is poorly de-

fined at distances less than 200, any reasonably sensitive seismograph

station will detect P waves from quite small earthquakes at the near

distances.. Thus it is necessary to devise an approximation to include
in the detection calculations all stations nearer than 200 to a par-

ticular site. The approximation used here is an extrapolation of- the

Q distance calibration function (see equation (1)) to zero distance;

the empirical Q* function from Basham (1969a) is employed in the

range from 120 to 200, and a somewhat arbitrary value of Q = 6.4 is

employed between 00 and 120. There are more accurate procedures for

calculating P wave magnitudes at_the near distances (see, for example,

Evernden, 1967), but they require a regionally-dependent.calibration of

the appropriate P phase arrivals and amplitudes. Without such phase

calibration available for a general point on the earth's, surface, some

approximation must be employed; the one chosen will not significantly

distort the resulting P wave detection results. The 900 outer limit.

of epicentral distance for detection calculations is the limit of^ the

so-called "third zone", a distance slightly less than the one at which

P wavés begin to be diffracted by the earth's core.

Using the detection computational procedure described in

section 4.2, the P wave detection capability of the 46-station SPZ
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TABLE 6.

EARTHQUAKE m. MAGNITUDES AT SPECIFIC.SITES FOR

WHICH THERE IS A 90 PER CENT PROBABILITY OF P

WAVE DETECTION BY .>-N STATIONS

NTS KAZ SAH CHI ALU . NVZ MUR

(22)* (26) (22) (23) (33) (31) (27)

4 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.5

6 4.2 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3. 4.6

8 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.7

10 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.6 4.5 4.9

*Number of stations from 46-station SPZ

network within detection range (A <- 90°).

network for earthquakes at the seven specific sites are given in Table

6. The m values listed are those earthquake magnitudes for which

there will be a 90 per cent probability of detection by ZN stations;

m values are listed for N= 4, 6, 8 and 10. The number of stations

within the 0 A 90° detection range for each site are also indi-

cated.

To avoid the repeated use of a long phrase throughout this

report, we will employ the wording "N-station threshold", and rely on

the reader to recall the exact computational procedure as described

in sections 4.1 and.4.2, and the more explicit meaning described by

the table heading in Table 6. For example, from Table 6, the 4-station

P wave detection threshold of the 46-station network for earthquakes

at the site NTS is m4.0.

A brief examination of the results of Table 6_will illustrate
some characteristies of P wave detection which will have.generâl validity

in the global context:

(a) The higher latitude sites (ALU and NVZ) have more stations within.

detection range than do mid-latitude sites in the northern hémisphere.

(b) The N-station detection thresholds are within 6m0.3 of being
equivalent at all northern hemisphere specific sites.; the extremes
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within this range show NTS and NVZ thresholds to be roughly 6m0.3 lower 
than the SAH and CHI thresholds. 

(c) The N-station detection thresholà for the southern hemisphere site, 
MUR, is approximately dm0.3 higher than the average for the northern 
hemisphere sites. 	. 

(d) The 10-station detection thresholds are about- 6m0.4 greater than 
• 

the 4-station thresholds at all specific sites. 

Because of asymmetries in P wave radiation patterns and for pur- . 
poses of estimating epicenter location errors when using small numbers of 
stations (see.section 4.7), it is important to define the source-to-station 
azimuthal coverage . provided by the stations at the threshold being dis-
cussed. The threshold magnitudes derived for N stations are statistically 
determined on the basis of all stations of the network within detection 
range. However, for purposes of illustrating azimuthal coverage, it is 
adequate to examine the azimuthal coverage provided by the best N stations 
at the N-station threshold. The threshold magnitude to be examined here 
for P wave detection at the specific sites (and for global coverage; see 
section 4-.6) is m4.5. Thus, we wish to-examine the azimuthal coverage 
provided by the best N stations for which the N-station threshold is. 
m4.5 at each site. The values of. N for  Some sites-are apparent in 
Table 6; for example, we will examine the azimuthal coverage provided 
by the best 10 stations for NTS, the best 8 stations for KAZ; etc. 

The P wave azimuthal coverage for m4.5 earthquakes is illus-
trated for the seven specific Sites in Figure 3. The radial plots show 
both individual station azimuths from the source (solid radial lines) 
and à method 'Of shading which illustrates-azimuthal Coverage in a more 
general way, the principal use of the shading'tà be an illUstration.of 
the global results in section 4.6. The-rules adopted for the shading 
aré as follows: (1) any quadrant (NW, SW, SE or NE) which contains -more 
than one station is completely filled (e.g., NE and SE for NTS); (2) • for 
a single station in a . quadrant, the area between the station line .  and 	, 
the nearest filled section is filled (e.g.,.part of SE for CHI); and (3) 
any.single station separated by more than 900  in azimuth from the nearest 
filled section is represented by a 30° "pie-slice" (e.g., see MUR). 

Thus, from Figure 3, one can examine both the number of stations 
detecting and . the effective azimuthal coverage at the m4.5 i- threshold. 
A number of illustrative comparisons are as follows: both NVZ and NTS 
have 10-station detection at m4.5. , but NVZ has 3-quadrant coverage 
compared to only 2-quadrant coverage of NTS; KAZ and ALU with 8-station 
detection have more .complete azimuthal coverage than NTS; MUR with 4- . 
station detection hasless than 2-quadrant coverage. 

4.5 	Global P Wave Detection Thresholds  

It requires very little explanation to describe a generaliza-
tion of the procedures Of the previous sections to illustrate P wave de-
tection capabilities on a global basis. Using the 46-station SP?, network, 
calcuLations identLeal tO those described for the specific  sites  were 
made at 146 grid points.on.the earth separated by 209 in both latitude 
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( w= Stations

W AT m 4.5 E

^ Threshold ^

P WAVE AZIIVlIJTHAI C®VERAGE AT m 4.5

Figure 3. Number of stations detecting and azimuthal coverage prôvided by

the 46-station SPZ network for earthquake P waves at a threshold
m4.5 at the seven specific sites. See text for procedure for.

choosing. N and representing azimuthal coverage by radial plot
shading.
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and longitude. (This equal spacing in longitude for all. latitudes pro-

duces. denser coveragé'at high latitudes, but is useful for contouring

on Mercator.-type .map projections.)

A:contour map of the 4-station P wave detection threshold.is

shown in Figure 4; the contour inté.rval used is 6m0.2 .'The broad feature

of these contours is a general increase in the 4-station thréshold from

m4.2 in the north to m5.0 in the.south: The distribution of high mag-

nification stations produces one dominant "low" and one "high" on the map.
The "low" of m4.0 in southern North America results from a concentration

of sensitive stations (see Figure 1); the "high" of m5.0 in the south

Atlantic Ocean results from a paucity of stations in South America and

southern Africa. The station sensitivities and distribution in the northern

hemisphere are sufficient to produce a broad, flat 4-station threshold at.

m4.2 over North America, Europe and northern Asia, deteriorating to m4.5

for virtually complete Asian and north African coverage.

4.6 P Wave Detection and Azimuthal CoveraQe at m4.5

The number of stations detecting P waves at a threshold magni-

tude m4.5 is contoured in increments of 2 in Figure 5. The contour

numbers are equivalent to the numbers in parentheses in each radial plot

in Figure 3. Also shown in Figure 5 at each grid point for which N>-4

is an azimuthal coverage radial'plot drawn according to the procedure

described in section 4.4. This combination of N-station contours and

azimuthal coverages describes the basic P wave detection capability of the

46-station SPZ network for an m4.5 earthquake at any point on.the globe.

For purposes of simple detection (i.é., determining that an

earthquake has occurred) and of accurately locating the earthquake (see

section 4.7), the 8- to 10-station detection throughout most of the northern

hemisphere is more than adequate. The number of stations detecting is re-

duced to between 6 and 8 in southeastern Asia and reaches a limiting value
of 4 at a latitude of roughly 10o S; the 4-station limit is slightly above

this latitûde in central Africa and the Philippines-Indonesia regions and
slightly below this latitude in the south Pacific and Indian oceans; a

small area of N = 4 detection appears in a region of southwestern Aus-

tralia. Thus, there is inadequate m4.5 P wave detection throughout
most of the southwest Pacific region, in southern South America, southern

Africa and Antarctica,.including the adjacent oceanic areas.

Except for isolated grid points in Africa and southeastern Asia,

all continental areas which have N>_ 4 station detection are represented
in azimuth'by at least 2-quadrant coverage. The most obvious.inadequate

azimuthal coverage occurs in the eastern Pacific Ocean for which all de-
tecting stations are in North America, resulting in only l-quadrant coverage.

4.7 P Wave Detection and Epicentral Determination

Whatéver assumptions are made to define adequate P wave detection

capabilities, the.problem of using these detected P waves to compute the

epicentér and the focal depth of the earthquake must be considered. We

have defined as an adequate P wave detection capability the 4-station

thresholds which are illustrated in Figure 4. Assuming a knowntravel-time
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curve for regional and teleseismic distances, for detection by only a small
number of stations, the depth and origin time of an event can largely be

traded against each other, and so there are only three significant unknowns,

latitude, longitude and origin time. A, zero depth, or some.other fixed

depth, restraint is usually made in the epicentral calculation with P wave

detection by a small number of teleseismic or regional stations, when other

phase information or data from very close stations are lacking. Therefore,

in principle, 3 observations are adequate, but in order to confirm the ap-

proximate epicenter with one additional observation it is necessary to have
4•observations. With the detection calculation used, there is a 90 per
cent probability that the magnitudes shown in Figure 4 will have 4 ob-
servations of the P waves.

The ideal way to limit very severely the number of earthquakes

which must be considered as potential explosions using P wave arrival data

only is to have the capacity to determine that the depth of focus of an

event of interest is extremely shallôw (say, 0 to 5 km with a precision

of ±1 km or so). Although in recent years much excellent research has pro-

duced increasingly accurate travel-time curves (Herrin, 1968; Lilwall and

Douglas, 1970),.and new technique.s.for improvement'in relative epicentral

determinations, this highly desired accuracy in focal depth determination

is unattainable,even with some tens or hundreds of observations. This is

because there are lateral complexities in the earth. In practice, a small

number of P wave observations (say, 10 or less) cannot determine a focal
depth to better than ±10 km at best.

In principle, there are two possibilities of interest with a
small number of detecting stations. The first involvescooperation by

nuclear testing powers in releasing publicly the times and positions of

a number of suitably large explosions for each test site in order to

obtain accurate empirical travel-time corrections for each testing area

for the network of observing stations. The only study known to us.of the

effect of these corrections for a small network at one test site is one

by Weichert and Newton (1970) using some NTS explosions recorded on the
Canadian network. When corrections were obtained for 13 Canadian stations
from publicly released data, and calculations made using the network on

other- NTS explosions, the focal depth could not be estimated better than

±5 km. If the calculationsare repeated with no known corrections (i.e.,
no master events in the public domain), the situation is impossible and

errors of many tens of km in the best computed depth of foçus can occur.

We estimate that with a small network, reasonably adequately distributéd

in azimuth, but with no master event control, all events with a nominal

focal depth from zero to about 50 km could be potential surface focus

events - or in this context, potential explosions. A further complica-

tion is that the master event technique.may not give control over a very

large distance from the master event site because of the presence of

crustal and upper mantle lateral inhomogeneities - again drawing on-our

experience, a shift of position of a nuclear explosion of'about 150 km

in the western United States completely destroyed the usefulness of

station corrections to the Canadian network obtained from master events

at the first site (Weichert and Newton, 1970). In a.control situation,
there is no reason to expect master event information'to be available
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at all conceivable points of interest, although it may be available for

somé areas, and, therefore, we can dismiss the matter from further prac-

.tical consideration in this paper.

The second possibility for improvement was well demonstrated
by Evernden (1969a). A striking improvement in precision of depth of

focus can be obtained when an independent estimate of the origin time

can be made from time differences between certain seismic phases on the

record at a small number of near stations. This, for the 46-station SPZ
network under study, is impossible - insufficient stations are reported

at distances of 150-1000 km from already known test sites. From con-

ceivable test sites, the station distribution is worse, and once again

we can, therefore, dismiss precision in focal depth determination as a

feasible identification technique at the limits of detection by a small
number of stations.

Reasoning along these lines is the summary basis for the gener-

ally accepted contention that with a finite number of sensitive stations

all earthquakes with crustal depths need testing, in principle, as po-

tential nuclear explosions against.a number of identification criteria.

The depth of focus derivable in the general case, in practice, with a

small number of detecting stations, even if reasonably wélldistributed

in azimuth, is too uncertain for use as a Criteron.

It is now necessary to consider the question of location ac-
curacy, accepting this ambiguity of, say, ±30 km in depth of focus. Two

relevant studies at teleseismic distances are known to us, a theoretical

study by.Evernden (1969b) and a practical study by Weichert.and.Newton
(1970). With a small network, and a l-quadrantal distribution, Evernden

gives a 95 per cent confidence ellipse of area about 12,000 km2 for data

with a 0.5 second standard deviation of errors and a restrained.origin
time. Weichert and Newton used a depth restraint, and working with the.
Canadian network, obtained a typical average location precision of the

Canadian network of.about 45 km (without master event station corrections,

avâilable only for limited areas as described above; with these the error
is about 5 km). The practical studies of Weichert and Newton can be

used to show the extensive theoretical studies of Evernden are realistic

for practical networks with a small number of detecting stations: multi-
plication by a.factor of less than 2 in any confidence areas of precision

should allow statistically for errors in the best travel-time curves

adopted when working with real stations. We, therefore, believe that

with data in more than one quadrant from a small number of stations,

and with no master control but the.best possible travel-time curves, errors.

in epicentral positions should be typically 20=45 km.

Referring to the azimuthal coverage presented in Figure 5,
it.can be concluded that, using the 46-station network,.errors in epi-

central position for m4.5 events at all locations enclosed by the

N = 4 contour should not exceed 20-45 km.. There may be minor exceptions

to this at the fringe of the N = 4. contour and at other isolated lo-

.cations of poor azimuthal coverage, for which cases the 95 per cent.con-

fidence ellipses (see Evernden, 1969b) may be elongated and the exact pre

cision would re.quire knowledge of the.ellipse shapes.
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This epicentral location accuracy is about two times poorer 
than.the precision routinely achieved for many station locations by such 

agencies as the United States Coast and Geodetic.Survey (USCGS) with its 

reporting stations, or the International SeiSmological Centre (ISC) . , with 
its more complete collection of P phase observations obtained several 
years after the events have occurred.. However, the magnitude thresholds 

of events located by these agencies is significantly higher than the 46- 
station détection thresholds in ail areas.enclosed by the N = 4 contour 

in Figure 5; at about m4.5 they have only a 50 per cent probability 

of locating events, the USCGS capability being somewhat worse in some 

areas (e.g., parts of Europe and Asia), but the ISC restoring the 50 per 

cent location  threshold to about m4.5 , using more complete data. . 

• 	Because, at the lower limit of our estimates, the SPZ array 

stations dominate the ,  situation (data from the arrays is not routinely 

reported to the USCGS and ISC), it seems fair to add that no really ade-

quate studies of multi-array epicentral .  location have been published. 

Some partial studies have indicated that with known regional corrections, 

accuracies of about ±60 km are possible•(Weichert, 1969), but this re-
quires logisticallTcomplex uniform computational facilities and is un-

proven and beyond the scOpe Of this report. Using'data from only one 

array, even if well sited and with a well calibrated crust, the epicen-

ttal accuracies obtained  are  much worse (Manche&and Weièhert, 1968). 

si 

1 
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5. GLOBAL RAYLEIGH WAVE DETECTION 

5.1 	Computational Procedure  

The two data sources known to us that present interval proba- 
• bilities of Rayleigh wave . detection as a function of the P wave magni-
tudes of the earthquakes are by Lacoss (1969a) for LAO Rayleigh wave 
detection, and an unpublished study by the authors of Rayleigh wave de-
tection at the Canadian LPZ stations SES, OTT and ALE. Both these studies 
show that the P wave Magnitude range, between the lp per cent and 90 
per cent interval probability levels of Rayleigh wave detection, is 6m0.8 • 
to Sml.O. Thus, the individual Station detection probability function 
for Rayleigh waves is very similar to that of P waves (see section 4.1), 
and the approximation given as equation (6) will again be used to describe 
the probability function. For the case of Rayleigh waves, P(m) in 
equation (6) is the probability that a station with Rayleigh wave detec-
tion capability m50 (determined from equations (4) and (5)) will detect 	, 
the Rayleigh wave of an earthquake of P wave magnitude m. The procedure 
then used to define the 90 per cent Rayleigh wave detection probabilities 
is identical to that described for P waves in section 4.2. 

5.2 	•The 51-Station LPZ Network  

A conceptual network of LPZ stations has been defined in a 
manner similar to that described for SPZ stations in section 4.3; i.e., 
for each of the 146 grid points the four stations with the best Rayleigh 
wave detection capability (smallest m50 on the basis of equations (4) 
and (5)) were selected, including, where applicable, more than one sta-
tion with equal capability at the fourth lowest capability. This resul-
ted in the network of 51 LPZ stations (the 5 LPZ arrays .  and 46 LPZ con-
ventional stations) shown in Figure 6. Again, in parallel with the SPZ 
situation, we show in Figure 6 the locations of the additional 55 LPZ 
stations with LPZ magnifications el K. The statements made at the end 
of section 4.3 apply in a similar manner to the LPZ stations. 

• 5.3 	Rayleigh Wave Detection at Specific  Sites  

The Rayleigh wave detection capability of the 51-station LPZ 
network for earthquakes at the seven specific sites is given in Table 7. 
The detection range restriction is again A 	900  . There is no associ- 
ated problem with Rayleigh waves similar to core diffraction of P waves 
near A = 900  , but the same upper limit of the detection range is ap-
plied, principally in order to restrict all detection considerations to 
third zone distances or shorter. Although the effect on Rayleigh waves 
will, in theory, be only one of attenuation if they have travelled 
greater distances, there would be problems at great distances of associat-
ing both the Rayleigh and P wave to a specific event for stations having 
both LPZ and SPZ instrumentation. 

However, there is an associated problem at the near distances 
in that the detection equations applied, equations (4) and (5), are known 
to be inaccurate at near distances': For near  distances, and  particularly 
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TABLE 7• 

EARTHQUAKE m MAGNITUDES AT SPECIFIC SITES FOR 
WHICH THERE IS A 90 PER CENT PROBABILITY OF. 
RAYLEIGH WAVE DETECTION BY >N STATIONS 

NTS 	KAZ 	SAH 	CHI 	ALU 	NVZ 	MUR 
(31)* 	.(29) 	(27) 	(27) 	(40) 	(36) 	(31) 

	

4 	4.7 	4.9 	4.9 	5.0 	5.0 	4.8 	5.3 

	

6 	4.9 	5.1 	5.1 	5.1 	5.1 	5.0 	5.4• 

	

8 	5.0 	5.2 	5.2 	5.2 • 	5.2 • 	5.1 	5.5 

	

10 	5.1 	5.3 	5.3 	5.4 	5.3 	5.2 	5.6 

* Number of stations from 517-station LPZ network 
within detectiOn range (A 	900 ) 

for continental path propagation, the dominant Rayleigh wave energy appears 
at periods shorter than the assumed'20 Seconds with the result that the 
distance decrement in equation (3) is too strong (see Basham, 1970) and 
the conversion to m50 using equation (5) is invalidated (see also section 
6.3). These effectS notwithstanding, equations (4) and (5) have been ap- - 
plied where necessary down to zero distances. The result Of this is a 
conservative estimate of Rayleigh wave detection for stations  at the 
near distances; the effect on the N-station Rayleigh wave detection thrgs-
holds as defined here will, however, be insignificant. 

To reiterate the exact definition, the m values in Table 7 are 
those earthquake P wave magnitudes at the specific sites for whièh there 
will be a 90 per cent probability of Rayleigh wave detection by ›N stations 
of the 51-station LPZ network. A summary of the pertinent conclusions 
from Table 7 is as follows: 

(a) the sites KAZ, SAH, CHI, ALU and NVZ have very similar N-station 
Rayleigh wave detection thresholds, 

(b) the N-station Rayleigh wave detection thresholdS are dm0.2 smaller 
for NTS and 6m0.3 .greater for MUR, this being due . to the concentration 
of LP% stations in North America and a paucity of stations in the southern 
h •misph ••• , respeetiveAy (Flee Figurc 6), 

(c) the high-latitude s:[ tes  (ALU and NU) have mote LP% stations within 
détection range than do the mid-latitude sites, 	• 
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(d) the 10-station Rayleigh wave.detection thresholds are about 6m0.4
greater than the 4-station thresholds.

A comparison of Tables6 and 7 will illustrate the:relàtive capa-

bilities of the 46-station SPZ network and the 5-1-.station LPZ.network in

detecting.P waves and.Rayleigh,waves respectively from earthquakes at

the specific sites._ On the average the N-station Rayleigh wave detection

thresholds are about 6m0.7 greater than the*P wave detection thresholds,

the difference being slightlygreater, 6m0.8., for MUR, and slightly.less,

6m0.6 , for SAH. The threshold differences do not vary in any systematic

way with increasing N;,this illustrates a similar relative distribution
of the two networks with respect to the specific sites.

Whereas for P waves the specification of adequate.azimuthal

coverage serves the dual purpose.of defining epicentral location accuracy

and avoiding unfortunate cases of having one or more of a small number of

detecting stations located at a null in the source radiation pattern, it

is the latter phenomenon that attains considerable importance in considera-
tion of Rayleigh wave detection.

The threshold magnitude to be examined here for.Rayléigh wave
detection and azimuthal coverage is m5.0 , which is. 6m0.5 greater.than the
threshold magnitude examined'in section 4.4 for P wave detection and
azimuthal coverage. Figure 7 illustrates., in'a manner identical to that
.described for P waves in Figure 3, the azimuthal coverage for Rayleigh

waves from m5.0, earthquakes at the specific sites.. .The 51-station LPZ

network provides greater than 2-.quadrant Rayleigh wave coverage,for` m5.0
earthquakes atKAZ,: CHI and NVZ, 2-quadrant coverage for SAH, and less

than 2-quadrant coverage for NTS and ALU. Fewer than 4-station côverage

at a particular threshold magnitude, in this case m5.0 , is considered

.inadequate detection; this is the case illustrated for MUR in Figure 7.

5.4 Global Rayleigh Wave DetectionThresholds

A:globa.l contour map of the 4-station Rayleigh wave detection

threshold is shown in Figure 8. The contours show general`features simi-
lar to those of ttie.P wave detection threshold in Figure 4, but displaced
to higher values by 6m0.6 to 6m1.0 . The thresholds are m4.6 in
central North America, m4.8 or less throughout allof North America,
the north.Atlantic Ocean and northern Europe, m4.8 to m5.0 throughout much
of the remainder of the northern hemisphere, and deteriorate.to a high

value of m6.0 in the south Atlantic Ocean. There.is a close correla-

tion between these Rayleigh wave detection thresholds and the dis,tribu-

tion and sensitivities of the, stations in the 51-station LPZ network
shown in Figure 6.

5.5 Rayleigh Wave Detection and Azimuthal Coverage at m5.0

The number of stations detecting Rayleigh wavesat a threshold
magnitude m5.0 is contoured in increments of 2 in Figure 9, this thres-

hold magnitude being '6m0.5 greater than'illustrated for P wave detec-

tion'in Figure. 5. In parallel with the case for P waves, and as.an

extension of the specific site coverage shown in Figure 7, the Rayleigh

wave azimuthal coverage provided by the N detecting.stations for each
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Figure 7. Number of stations detecting and azimuthal coverage 
provided by the 51-station LPZ network for earth-
quake Rayleigh waves at a threshold m5.0 at the 
seven specific sites. See text for procedure for 
choosing N and representing azimuthal coverage 
by radial plot shading. 
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grid point is illustrated by radial plots in Figure 9.

The N contours in Figure 9 down to the limitingvalue of N =.4
have â pattern very similar to the m4.6 to m5.0 threshold.contours of
Figure 8; the N 4 contour in Figure 9 and the m5.0. contour in Figure.

8 display the same basic information. The azimuthal coverage for Rayleigh

waves is generally adequate, 2 or more quadrants, at all locations en-

closed by the. N= 6 contour, and, except for parts of northeastern and

southwestern Asia, there is 2-quadrant coverage between the N = 4 and
N = 6 contours.

In choosing to illustrate in Figure 9.the Rayleigh wave coverage

at a threshold of m5.0 , we hâve in effect,limited consideration of Ray-

leigh wave detection to northern hemisphere locations. This is.justi-

fied by the limited capabilities of both P and Rayleigh wave detection

in the southern hemisphere illustrated on foregoing maps, which results

directly from the lack of availability in the southern hemisphere of

numerous sensitive SPZ.and LPZ stations. Thus, in the.following chapters
much of.the discussion, pertaining.to both the conceptual SPZ and LPZ

networks and published results, will be directly related to,northern
hemisphere locations. it follows, however, that any detéction or iden-

tification thresholds we are able to define for,the northern hemisphere

can, And in some caseswill,.be extrapolated to equivalént soûthern hemi--

sphere thresholds.on the basis of.the detection threshold contour maps
in Figures 4. and 8.
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Figure 8. Global contours of 4-station earthquake Rayleigh 
wave detection threshold. A shallow earthquake 
with this P wave  magnitude  will have a 90 per cent 
probability of Rayleigh wave detection by 	4 sta- 
tions of the 51-station LPZ network. 
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. NUMBER STATIONS DETECTING AND AZIMUTHAL COVERAGE OF

EARTHQUAKE RAYLEIGH WAVES AT. m 5.0 . THRESHOLD

Figure 9. Number ofstations detecting and azimuthal coverage

provided by the 51-station LPZ network,for earthquake
Rayleigh waves at.a threshold m5.0. See text for

procedure.for representing.azimuthal coverage by
radial plot shading.
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6. ENHANCEMENT AND DEGRADATION OF DETECTION ON THE REAL,EARTB; SPECIAL 
SIGNAL PROCESSING, GLOBAL-  SEISMICITY AND INTERFERENCE PHENOMENA 

6.1 	General  

All the P and Rayleigh wave detection results presented to this 
point have assumed that the.earth is a spherically symmetrical body for 
which the earth-wide radial average of its properties apply at any point. 
In particular, the P waVes were assumed•to obey everywhere the Q(A,h) 
distance-depth attenuation function and the Rayleigh waves the 1.66 log A 
distance attenuation function. .The real earth is known to be quite 
different from this assumed average and, indeed, it has been the diS-
covery of thé numerous anomalies or vagaries in the earth-that has led 
to undèrstanding of Important earth processes in recent years. 	. 

Many of the earth's vagaries, when sufficiently documented, 
can make important differences to the narrow field of investigation 
being - considered here: the simple detection of P and Rayleigh waves at 
given stations for certain magnitude earthquakes. This - chapter will .  
deal with some of these phenomena to show how they might change the 
broad picture of'detection so far presentéd. In addition, this is a . 	. 
useful point in the text to present any specialities of instrumental 
response and data processing that have been shown capable of improving 

•the P and Rayleigh wave detection capabilities, together with a discussion 
of the variations in detection and identification reqùirements as a re-
sult . of global seismicity patterns and the presence of interfering events. 

6.2 	P Wave Phenomena and Special Instrumental. Effects  

Throughout the history of using p waVe amplitude'measurements 
to compute earthquake magnitudes, it has been found that a reasonably 
accurate measure of the earthquake. magnitude can be found only when a 
large number of widely dispersed station measurements are combined in 
some arithmetic average. Individual station magnitudes can differ by 
as much as 6m1.0 from this average. For the purpose of defining ac- 
curate magnitudes from measurements at a small number of stations, it is 
necessary to calibrate these for the particular earthquake source 
region, i.e., to determine a station magnitude correction for the.par-
ticular station-region combination. Thus, it follows that at any par-
ticular magnitude detection level defined .  for a station-region combina- 
tion using the average Q function, the real or effective detection level 
will be larger or smaller than  the average  level by an amount equivalent 
to the positive or negative station correction. 

There is great difficulty in determining the effect of such 
phenomena on the world-wide P wave detection discussed here because 
for only a few station-region combinations have such effects been well 
defined, a problem to.be  given some emphasis in a later chapter on 
recommendations. Some Canadiah data can be used to illustrate the im-
portance of station-region phenomena 	P wave detection. -Using two 
stations with large corrections from the study by Basham (1969a), it 
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can be seen that MBC has a.c.orrection.of -0.7 and VIC a correction of

+0.9 for P.waves originating,near the test site KAZ*..(see Table 5,). MBC.

and VIC have m50 values for this site of 4.9 and 5.5, respectively.

Applying the station corrections to m50 , the effective m50 values

are in reality 4.2 and 6.4 for,MBC and VIC,. respectively. If.. such_ef-

fects were well defined for all stations, the conclûsions concerning P

wave detection at specific sites (Table 6) and for the areal coverage:

.(Figures 4 and 5) could be significantly different.

In order to qp,'ply'auniform procedure to all stations in

this P wave study, only the 1-second SPZ magnifications are used and

it is assumed that the P.wave is recorded with a period of.1 second.

The P wave.magnitude is by definition computed from the quantity A/T

(see equation (1)), which can often be significantly different from.

the 1-second amplitude. Again, this can be illustrated by some Canadian

cases familiar to the authors. A number of Canadian Arctic stations

record P waves from earthquakes (and explosions; see section 7.2) at

periods commonly 0.6 to 0.8 seconds. This is due partly to some type

of focussing effect and partly to the shape of the résponse curves

which are peaked. in velocity sensitivity and magnification at periods

shorter than l.second. The effect of this is to have, in.practice,

greater detection capability for these stations for some regions than

that'derived assuming that the fixed (and lower) 1-second magnification

applié.s to all events. The opposite effect, P wave .periods greater than

1 second and a too 'large assumed magnification, is also known to apply

to some Canadian stations.

A large compilation of data by ESSA (1967) on thé P wave de-

tection.capabilities of the two stations, COL (Alaska, U.S.A..) and MBC

(Canada),.for NTS explosions provides an excellent illustration of the

positive effects described in the.preceding paragr.aphs. ESSA compiled

detection and magnitude statistics for these two stations for 194 NTS

explosions in the period, September 1961 to March 1967; in addition,

noise statistics within the period band of the P wave signals, 0.5to
1.1 seconds, were compiled for the 1 minute of seismogram trace preceding

the P wave arrival time of each explosion. A reworking of the ESSA noise

data indicates that within this narrow band the 50 per cent cumulative

noise displacements are very low values of-0.34 and 0.74 mu for MBC:and

COL, respectively. Assuming a signal-to-noise ratio ofunity for 50 per

cent I.P. of detection, using the common signal periods of 0.7 and 0.8

seconds for MBC and COL, respectively, and applying the formulation of

section 3.1, yields effective magnifications for these two stations.for

NTS explosions of.between 1000 and 2000 K; the values adopted forthese

two stations in Table 2 are 72 and 100 K for MBC and COL, respectively.

* These station corrections were. determined from explosions,. but
are known to apply equally well to earthquakes near that regiôn.
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The sensitivities of these stations to NTS explosions is con-
firmed by the ESSA measurements of actual events. Although .  somè manipu-
lations are required . to establish independent magnitudes for the smaller. 
explosions, conservative estimates of m50 for the stations are m50 3.9 
and 4.0 for MBC and COL, respectively; the m50  values derived using 

. the formulation of section 3.1 are m504.6 and 4.7 for MBC and COL, 
respectively. This improvement of 5m500.7 results from a combination 
of three factors: a much lower noise level in the narroW signal period 
band than assumed in section 3.1, a higher magnification at the shorter 
periods than at 1 second, and the ability of a skilled observer to identi 
fy very small signals with foreknowledge of the expected arrival times. 

In the type of general.study reported here, these types of 
'effect cannot be included; they are illustrated only to suggest . that 
caution is required in strict interpretation of results such as those 
presented as contour maps in Figures 4 and 5. 

6.3 	Rayleigh Wave Phenomena  

The differences that the real earth can make to Rayleigh wave 
detection occur as a result of different propagation phenomena over dif-
ferent parts of the earth's surface. The two related effects requiring 
attention are the real attenuation rate of Rayleigh waves with distance 
for different,types of crust (i.e., possible deviation froM the attenua- 
tion rate implied in equation (3)), and the effect this has on the apparent  
relative excitation of P waves and Rayleigh waves by an earthquake (i.e., 
possible deviations in the form of equation (5)). .Equations (3) and (5) 
are acceptable and usable average relationships for considering Rayleigh 
wave propagation over long and generally mixed continental and oceanic 
paths, the types of paths implied in the specific. site and global Ray-
leigh wave detection results presented in Chapter 5, However, there are 
known-cases where neither equation (3) . nor (5) is acceptable. 	• 

The most important case is that of continental path propagation 
for which the R phase rather than the fundamental mode (20-second) 
Rayleigh wave can be employed. The phase measured in the study by Basham 
(1969a) for North American paths and identified here as Rg  refers to 
that section of the Rayleigh wave dispersion curye at periods shorter than 
20 seconds which shows little or no dispersion. The dominant wave periods 
on the LPZ seismograms varied from about 8 to 14 seconds depending on 
the particular station and propagation path. On most seismograms the 
phase clearly conformed to the properties of Rg  identified by Ewing et 
al. (1957, p.. 219); on some seismograms, however, Rg  was less strong 
and probably was mixed with the sedimentary and fundamental continental 
Rayleigh modes. The distinctive character of these short period continen-
tal Rayleigh waves is demonstrated in early studies by Press and Ewing 
(1952), Prèss et al. (1956) and Oliver and Ewing, (1957), and more recently .  

by Basham and Halliday (1969) and ESSA (1970b). The results of Basham 
(1970) show that R 	attenuates as A-0 . 8  rathèr than A- 1.66  appro- 
priate to 20-second waves in equation (3). The disadvantage of employing 
the R phase is that its shorter period is'much nearer the periods of 
the dominant oceanic microseismic band. However, Rayleigh wave detection 
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using the Rg phasehas improved.on 20-second detection in both North

America (Basfiam., 1969.a; Evernden, 1970c) and Asia* (Thirlaway, see SIPRI

(1968)).

Rayleigh wave magnitudes calculated from Rg are, because'of.

larger inherent.amplitudes and smaller rates.of attenuation, signifi-

cantly different from those calculated from 20-second Rayleigh waves;

Rg magnitudes are typically 0.6 - 1.1 larger than 20-second magnitudes

(Basham, 1969b, 1970; Evernden, 1970c). This difference can be con-

sidered as a correction relating Rg and 20-second.Rayleigh.wave.mag-

nitudes; when considering detection, however, it is approximately by

this Rayleigh wave magnitude difference that measurement of. Rg can

improve on Rayleigh wave detection (equivalent to about 6m0.4 improve-

ment). These effects.willbe discussed further with.respect to identi-

fication thresholds in Chapter 8.

6.4 . Special Signal Processing

There aretwo kinds.qf processing which must be mentiqned in

any discussion of detection of seismic phases: one which can enhance

P wave detection and the other which can enhance Rayleigh wave detection;

both require the seismic data to be in digital form.

The P wave enhancement process which can be applied to digital

SPZ array'data is the "maximum-likelihood" process (Capon et al., 1967a).

This is a highly sophisticated process in which a linear filter is de-
signed which combines the output of a large number of sensors in a sub-

array so as to suppress the noise without distorting the signal. Because

of the complexity of the process, the computer processing requirement and

.the special array geométry required for maximum-likelihood processing,

it can be considered for possible application at only the two large aper-

ture SPZ arrays, LAO and NOS. However, it can.make an important.improve-

ment in the P wave detection capability: the LAO improvement quoted in.

SIPRI (1968) is m903.9 f.or maximum-likelihood processing compared

with m503.8 for standard beam forming. This is an m50 improvement
of about SmO.3 (see.section 4.1). However, since we consider here N-

station P wave detection thresholds with N> 4 , the possible application

of maximum-likelihood processing at the two arrays that already have the
best detection capability without the, application of this special process

will have little effect on our conclusions.

* The improvement for Asia is our interpretation of the.SIPRI statement

which reads in part: "When magnitude determination at 20 seconds

proves impossible at near:distances, Thirlaway considers.12-second

period waves and applies an appropriate correction."
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The process which has been used to enhance Rayleigh wave de-
tection is the "matched filtering" process which can be applied to any 
long period seismic data available in digital form. The matched filter-
ing process is simply a cross-correlation of signal plus noise with a 
wave form representing the pure signal. If the signal is present in 
the noise, it will be enhanced by this process. 

Capon et al. (1967b), using a simple linear frequency-sweep 
reference waveform (to represent a dispersed Rayleigh wave) on LAO data, 
demonstrate an 8 db (5110.4) detection improvement over a phased sum 
for Asian Rayleigh waves. Basham, in an unpublished study, has obtained, 
using YKA data, a similar  5140.4 detection improvement for Gulf of Cali-
fornia earthquake Rayleigh waves by cross-correlating the full Rayleigh 
wavetrain (including Rg ) of a large event with wavetrains of smaller 
events hidden by noise. Using equation (5), the 6140.4 values can be 
considered equivalent to 0.2 to 0.3 improvement in m50 . 

It is only the LPZ array facilities and possibly a few of the 
conventional stations that will have LPZ data readily available in digital 
form, and thus have the potential (it will require additional off-line 
digital processing) capability to apply matched filters. However, since 
the world-wide Rayleigh detection is strongly dominated by the LPZ arrays, 
the N-station Rayleigh wave detection thresholds for small values of N 
(say, N = 4) have the potential of being reduced by about 6m0.2 using 
this process. 

6.5 	Global Seismicity and Interference Phenomena  

To this point, we have considered the thresholds of detection 
of P waves and Rayleigh waves for the conceptual networks; for both waves 
we have considered azimuthal coverage provided by the detecting stations. 
Before proceeding further, it is important to make a number of distinctions 
as follows for a general approach to the identification problem. All points 
on the earth's surface are not conceivable locations for underground nu-
clear explosions for a variety of obvious reasons. However, conceivable 
locations (this includes test sites in present use) can be in either 
seismic areas, or areas with minor and often ill-defined seismic activity, 
or virtually aseismic areas. For each of these three situations, the 
problem of explosion identification is, in practice, different. The 
highly seismic and the virtually aseismic areas of the earth are geo-
physically and geographically well defined; see, for example, Barazangi 
and Dorman (1969). Areas of low seismicity are, however, present which 
have an earthquake occurrence rate and areal extent which are less well 
defined, and these complicate the problem. 

The philosophy of identification adopted in Chapter 8 is that, 
given an event which requires identification, the location of that event 
is both a conceivable location eor an underground explosion and a probable 
location for a natural earthquake. This is the most conservative approach, 
since in an aseismic region the threshold for identification is the thres-
hold for detection with adequate location accuracy: in a region of major 
or minor seismicity the threshold for identification is appreciably higher 
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as will be demonstrated later. A potential violator, in a test ban

context, is assumed in this approach to have access to a seismic region

in which clandestine testing may theoretically be at-tempted.

Some specific examples may clarify the distinction we are

seeking to make. A shallow seismic event in the earth's crust beneath

a highly populated area is extremely unlikely to be a clandestine under-

ground explosion, whereas a shallow seismic event in an historically

aseismic Precambrian shield area is unlikely to be a natural earthquake,

and would at least be a suspicious event in a test ban context. In the

former example, thé requirement for identification is obviated; in the

latter example there could be immediate suspicion of clandestine"testing

for any event above the detection threshold, even though formal identifi-

cation by techniques to be.described later would only be.possible if the

event.were above the higher identification threshold.

A further assumption in our treatment of detection and identifi-

cation isthat events being considered are recorded in the presence of

continuous natural background noise, but in the absence of other unrelated

but simultaneously occurring events. Ove'r a long time period., say, one

year, somé approximate assumptions concerning the number of P waves visible

at a relatively sensitive station per day and the duration of the P wave

signal can be used to estimate that the probability of having an inter-

fering P wave disrupt or.mask the P wave of the event under consideration

willbe'about 1 per cent, and will, therefore, not seriously alter calcu-

lations of P wave detection probabilities. The case of interfering Ray-

leigh waves is somewhat more important. Some unpublished studies by the

authors have shown that the probability of encountering an interfering.

Rayleigh wave at any point in.time on an LPZ record is about 15 per cent.

If it is assumed that no useful measurement can'be madé in the presence

of.an interfering event, regardless of the magriitude-of the event of

interest, then the interval probability of Rayleigh wave detection from

'an event of interest will be zero 15 per cent of the time, i.e., limited

to a maximum of 85 per cent. If this were combined in a statistical

approximation with the equation (6) detection probability function, the

Rayleigh wave'detection probability of an individual station would be re-.
duced by about O.l,over the m-range covered by equation (6). The con-

sequent effect on the N-station Rayleigh wave detection thresholds would

be an increase in the threshold of about 6m0.l . This correction will

not be made, so.it must be remembered that the results presented apply

only in the absence of interfering Rayleigh waves.

A further complication, by a potential violator.design, can

arise if one anticipates the worst possible combination of the global

seismicity and interference phenomena mentioned above, the phenomena.of

earthquake.swarms and aftershock sequences. There are numerous occur-

rences annually of swarms of earthquakes (manÿ earthquakes of varying

magnitude occurring within a relativelysmall.areâ) and sequences of

earthquakes of generally diminishing number and magnitude following a

large earthquake. The problems of.discriminating a possible explosion.

from within one of these sequences would be much more severe: (a) if
it were suspected at a location near the earthquake sequence, because
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of the great number of natural events with which it must be compared 
and by which it might be masked, and (b) if it were suspected at a 
location anywhere else on earth,because of the presence on ail  world 
seismograms of interfering P and Rayleigh waves resulting from the 
natural event sequence. 
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7. DETECTION OF UNDERGROUND EXPLOSIONS

7.1" Assumed Characteristics of the Explosions

Âll 'discu'ssions of detection to this point have as"sitmed the P

and Rayleigh waves originated from an earthquake with a focal depth of

about 25 km. Here, all available information will be applied to inter-

pret the same network detection capabilities assuming the source of the

waves is an underground nuclear explosion of shallow depth.

Numerous references have appeared in the literature relating _

the size of the explosion (the explosive yield), the medium in which

the explosion is detonatedand the effects of cavity decoupling (where

feasible) to the seismic magnitude; see, for example,. SIPRI (1968) and

Evernden (1970a). For purposes of relating the yield of an explosion

to an equivalent earthquake, Table 8 presents for hardrock media the

range of explosion yields in kilotons that are associated.invarious
literature sources with specificP wàve magnitudes. The formally calculated

and empirically determined P wave magnitude thresholds to be discussed will,

where appropriate, be equated using the data of.Table 8 to equivalent hard-

rock yields. We note that these yield figùres forany magnitudewould

need multiplication by a factor up to 10 for low yield explosions in,

for example, dry alluvium. Decoupling factors of more,than 100 have been

obtained by detonating low yield explosions in sûitable cavities. Since

we can add nothing new in a discussion of the effects.of.the variables

of explosion emplacement, we note the vital relevance of these.problems

to.test ban considerations, and proceed.

TABLE 8..

RANGE OF HARDROCK NUCLEAR EXPLOSION YIELDS.

ASSOCIATED. WITH SPECIFIC P WAVE MAGNITUDES

P Wave Magnitude (m) Yield Range (Kilotons)

4.0 1 - 3

4.5 3 - 10

5.0 10.- 20

6.0 100 200
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7.2 	Explosion P Waves  

It'is the P waves which, by definition, are used to eqùate . 
underground explosions to equivalent earthquakes, and any'discussion'of 
P wave detection can, in theoty, apply to . both'explosion and earthquake 
sources. However, there are two effects that can.make mincit differences 
to explosion P wave detection. 

• 
The first is the Q(A,h) distance calibrating function used 

. to compute P wave magnitudes. For the earthquakes, a Q for a fixed 
depth of 25 km was applied to computations of P wave detection. Under-
ground  explosions are confined, by engineering considerations, to a 
maximum depth of about 3 km, and thus the appropriate Q would be the 
one for this depth, or, say, for surface focus events (h = 0). The Q 
function being used has Q(,0) equal to Q(A,25 km) over 50 per cent 
of the 20 to 900  range, 0.1 larger than Q(A,25 km) over 36 pet cent 
of the range, and 0.1 smaller than Q(A,25 km) over the remaining 14 
per cent of the range. Thus, the maximum difference fo rt  explosions at 
a single station can be âm500.1 , but is more likely to be negligible 
when considering N-station thresholds. 

The second factor is a characteristic of recorded explosion 
P waves which' contributes to their identification using short period 
discrimination criteria; but which can also alter the ability to detect 
them. This is the generally impulsive character and shorter dominant 
periods of explosion P waves.. The effects of this have been described 
in section 6.2 in relation to more favourable short period instrumental 
'effects and,althoughthe effect is important to detection atcertain 
stations, it is difficult to include ineconsideration of global Coverage. 

Therefore, bearing in mind the two factors discussecUabove, 
together with the other phenomena described in section 6.2, all the P 
wave detection results so,far presented can be assumed to apply eqUally 
to earthquakes and underground explosions. The positive  effects de-
Scribed in section . 6.2 suggest that the calculations presented earlier 
in Table 6; for example, err on the side of being slightly conservative - 
in any case we believe them to be realistic  and the best ones than can 
currently be made. Figure 5, for exàMple,can be interpreted as showing 
conservatively the number of network stations detecting P waves, and the 
azimuthal coverage, for underground nuclear explosions of 3 - 10 kilotons 
yield, detonated in hardrock. • 	• 

7.3 	Explosion Rayleigh .Waves  

The fundamental difference between an earthquake and an under-
ground explosion is in the nature of the source and, in particular, in 
the geometry and size : of' the source. The major influence this has on 
the resulting seismic waves is à marked reduction in the excitation of 
explosion surface wavescompared to a similar P wave magnitude earth-
quake. A review of theoretical consideration of this phenomenon has 
been given by Éiebermann and Pomeroy (1969). This effect ptovides'one'of 
the most useful criteria for distinguishing between an earthquake and an 
underground explosion, à matter.given full consideration in  section 8.3.: 
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Here We shall be concerned with the effect this phenomencin has on chang-
ing the detection capabilities for explosion Rayleigh waves compared with 
the case for earthquakes.  The problem will be attacked by determining 
the average amount by which  explosion Rayleigh waves are reduced,  and 

 applying this to the detection results already presented for earthquakes. 

The reduction in explosion Rayleigh waves will appear in a new 
 form of eghation (5) which càn be applied to  explosions.  It is apparent 

that each Study of M versus m 	explosions, reported'in the literature, 
results in a different form of equation (5); see, for example, SIPRI (1968), 
Liebermann and Pomeroy (1969), Capon et al. (1967b), Basham (1969a;.1969b) 
and LieberMann and Basham (1970). However, earthquake Rayleigh wave de-
tection Was complited uSinganearth-wide average value of M versus m given 
as equation (5); it is convenient, therefore ., to adopt an earth-wide average 
form of equation (5) .  for explosions. Studies which have been based on ' 
earthquakes and explosions in the same geographic region and restricted 
to or adjusted to only  20-second  waves (Capon et al., 1967b; Basham, 1969b) 
show earthqUake and explosion M versus m relationships nearly parallel 
and separated by 1.5 to 2.0 in M.. Magnitudes based on Rg  . (Basham, 
1969a; Evetnden, 1970c) alsO show parallel relationships, but they tend 
to be.nearer, separated by  about 1.4 in M . For - purposes of discussion of 
global explosion Rayleigh wave detection, .a parallel relationship separated 
by 1.5 in M will be applied, Thus,.equation (5) for explosions takes the 
form 

M50 = 1.59 m
50 
 - 5.47 

Rather than preSent new tables and figures for explosion Rayleigh 
wave detection, the difference this makes can be stated quite simplY.• The 
application of equations .(4) and (7) to explosions increases all Rayleigh. 
wave m50 station capabilities presented for earthquakes by about 1.0. 
The Re  relationships have slopes near 1.4 rather than-1.59 as in equa-
tion (7); because they are separated by 641.4 rather than  641.5 to 2.0 , 
the m50  values for these explosions will also increase by  about. 6m501.0 . 

With each station's m50 Rayleigh wave detection capability shifted up- 
• ward 5m01.0 , the N-station threshold magnitudes will shift upward an 

equal amount. That ' is, Table 7 and Figure 8 apply.to  explosion :Rayleigh 
wave detection with the threshold magnitudes increased by 1.0, and Figure 
9 applies to explosions at a threshold m6.0 , or 100-200-kilotons in 
hardrock. It should be recalled that Figure 9 presents the situation 
without the gains from.matched filtering, obtainable at particular stations, 
or from the continental path propagation, obtainable for particular sta-
tion-site combinations. 

• 
At a later stage, explosion yield equivalents will be reintro-

duced briefly in a discussion of important new relationships between - 
explosion yield and surface wave magnitudes (Rg  and 20-second) which havé 
recently been defined. 	. 

(7) 
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8. IDENTIFICATION OF EARTHQUAKES AND EXPLOSIONS

8.1 Identification Criteria

The state-of-the-art in seismological discrimination between

natural earthquakes and underground explosions to thé year 1968 is

presented in excellent summarÿ form in the SIPRI (1968) document. A

table in that document (p.62) lists ten discrimination criteria, three

of which are described as "positive identifiers" above a certain thres-

hold magnitude, and seven of which ^including the positive identifiers)

are described as "diagnostic aids" to identification.

A,great deal of research has been published on these ten and

other discrimination criteria since.1968. The basic conclusions con-

cerning discrimination, however, have not changed significantly from

those presented in the SIPRI document: the same three "positive iden-

tifier" criteria are considered of most value in identifying underground

explosions. The three criteria are listed by SIPRI as surface wave:body

wave magnitude, Rayleigh wave spectra, and P wave spectra. The concept

of these three criteria in total or in combination can be considered as

discriminating between earthquakes and explosions on the basis of the

total spectrum of seismic energy released by the two types of sources.

Although some of the less useful criteria will be considered in various

ways in this chapter, the majority of the discussion will be confined

to these three criteria and this concept of differences in the total

seismic wave spectrum between earthquake's and explosions.

The entire discussion can be confined to consideration_of

only shallow,focus (say h < 5,0 km) earthquakes by assuming the capa-

bility exists, either by least-square hypocentral determination or by

observation of pP phases, of accurately defining'focal depths greater

than 50 km and thereby positively identifying.such deep events as.earth-

quakes. Section 4.7- explains why, in.the low magnitude range', all'shallow

focus earthquakes are potential explosions in terms.of the accuracy

achievable in depth of focus.

Differences in the total seismic spectra of earthquakes and

explosions appear over a wide range of frequencies, and are apparent
in a wide variety of both body wave and surface wave phases. They are
most distinct, or most'easily measured, within the short.period P waves,

in the relative excitation of Rayleigh and P waves and within the Ray-

leigh waves. These three criteria are the major topics for discussion

in the next three sections.

8.2 P Wave Spectral Ratio

The P wave spectral ratio criterion often uses a measure of

the ratio of energy in two frequency bands in the P wave. The results

have shown that shallow earthquakes tend to have relatively more low

frequency energy in the ,P wave than do explosions. Results using this

type of method are dvailable from studies in the U.S-.S:R. (see SIPRI,
1968), Japan (see SIPRI, 1968), United States (see Lacoss-, 1969b) and
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Canada (see Basham et al., 1970, and Weichert, 1970). Both the methods

and the conclusions.differ among,these studies. The Japanese and U.S.S.R.

methods use measurements from visual seismograms; the United States and

Canadian methods use Fourier analysis of digital array data.

The conclusions of the U.S.S.R. and Japanese studies, that the

frequency content of P waves of earthquakes and explosions are sufficiently

different so as often to be apparent on visual seismograms, are quite valid,

but the method. is not sufficiently rigorous and their statistics too poorly

defined to be of value to a discussion of world-wide identification. Most

seismologists have observed this.characteristic of earthquake and explosion

P waves: we require here a rigorously defined quantitative measure of

this difference in frequency content and, therefore, will confine dis-

cussion to the United States and Canadian results.

The spectral ratio used for the LAO phased beam (Lacoss, 1969b)

is the ratio of energy in a high frequency band (1.45 - 1.95.Hz) to'the.

energy in a low.frequency band (0.35 - 0.85 Hz), applied.to P waves of.

both 10 and 20 seconds duration. The process applies a strict signal-to-

noise ratio criterion in each frequency band.. When plotted as spectral.

ratio versus LAO P wave magnitude, a suite of 82 earthquakes (with h < 100 km)

and 33 explosions in Asia has the two populations separated nearly completely

by a decision line. which is a smooth function of magnitude; the exceptions

are five earthquakes which appear on the explosion side of the decision

line. Four of these earthquakes can be identified as.such by the appli-

cation of other discrimination criteria, an important point in itself

which demonstrates the multivariate nature of the discrimination problem.

Thus-, for the process.âs defined, the spectral ratio at LAO has a high

.(but -undefined) probability of correctly identify.in,g bath e;ar,t.hq,uakes- and.

explosions in Asia.

Lacoss.(1969a) presents some data on interval probabilities

that the spectral ratio can be applied to a P wave. There is a 50 per cent

I.P. of applying the spectralratio at about m4.5 , which isabout Sm0.6

greater than the magnitude of m3.9 at which there is a 50 per cent I.P. of
LAO detecting the P wave.* Here, we cannot extrapolate this LAO success
to other regions or to other short period arrays and can state only that

LAO has a 50 per cent I.P. of identifying Asian events at the m4.5 level.

Using either the Î.P. distribution of.Lacoss or adapting equation (6) for

this purpose, LAO spectral ratios will have a 90 per cent I.P. of iden-

tifying Asian events at about the m4.9 level.

The reason that these results cannot be extrapolated to other

SPZ arrays or to a.general world-wide coverage is that no other P wave

spectral ratio study has yet shown equal success in identification.

Basham et al. (1970) using YKA data show complete separation between

small NTS explosions and aftershock eâ.rthquakes.of large NTS, explosions,

* Note that in section 3.2 we assumed that the 50 per cent I.P.. of LAO

of a P wave was m3.8 , using the SIPRI reference. The différence

dm0.1 is due to a greater distance to KAZ than assumed to apply at

mid-third zone distances in section 3.2.
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but the data base was very restricted .(3 events, of each type). HoweVer, the 
eventsranged. in magnitude from m4.2 to m4.6 wittLthe smallest of the 
events.having a'sufficiently high signal-tonàise  ratio io Make the Spec-
tral ratio application meaningful. It appears, therefore, that thé 90 
per cent I.P. threshold of application (which Will not - necessarily be the 
threshold àt which the criterion is a successful discriminant) may be 
significantly below M4.9 ; this process is being tested with a large 	• 
suite of NTS explosions and United States earthquakeS at the time . of 
writing. 

Wéichert (1970) in a comprehensive examination of . the spectral 
ratio method applied to Asian events cannot completely separate earth-
quakes and explosions using YKA data. His data sample goes down to magni-
tude m4.5 for earthquakes and m4.8 for explosions. The best process 
Weichert has found >  average third moments of the P wave spectra, resuits 
in about 80 per cent of the shallow earthquakes overlapping 20 per cent 
of the explosions, with the data regionalized. Thus; as neither the 
Asian P wave spectral ratio data of Weichert nor the preliminary NTS 
spectral ratio data (E,13. Manchee, personal  communication)  using YKA 
records result in a,threshold Magnitude abOve 'which the criterion can be 
described as a "positive  identifier", the Canadian P, wave spectral ratio 
method is simply a "diagnostic aid" with overlapping,population at all' 
magnitudes. 

The threshold of application of the P wave spectral ratio 
Method (whether at'that threshold it is a positive identifier Or a diag-
nostic aid).is much.lower than the threshold  of  application, particularly 
for explosions, of the two criteria requiring measurement of Rayleigh 
waves (see sections 8,3 and 8.4). The method, therefore, retains .con- . 
siderable value for the application, in the absence of positive identi-
fication, of a multivariate analysis (the combined application of all .  - 
available imperfect criteria tothe problem of discrimination). This 
tultivariate analysis can inClUde, in addition to spectral ratio data, 
correlogram complexity. data such as that desbribéd by Whitham et al. 
(1968), any depth of focus information, "ne.gative" Rayleigh wave cri-
teria (see section 8.5), etc. . 	 • 

8.3 	Relative Excitation of -P and Rayleigh Mayes  . 

The spectral ratio described in the previous section.is  con-
fined to a narrow frequency band within the P wave signal. Similar 
differences between earthquakes and explosions at longer periodaof the 
total spectrum are usually described by a measure of the relative excita-
tion of the long period surface. wayes (Rayleigh) and the short period 

- .body waves (P), or as a ratio of two bands of energy within the long 
period waves (see section 8.4). 

The simplest method of defining the relative excitation of P 
and Rayleigh waves is to use the straightforward phase amplitude measure-
ments required for calculation of magnitudes from the two typés of waves,, 
i.e., by comparing earthquakes and explosions by their M versus m re-. 
Lationships. It is for this discrimination criterion that the greatest 
body of results are aVailable; SIPRi .  (1968) contains all significant 
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results achieved prior to that date; see also Capon et al. (1969), Lacoss
(1969b), Liebermann and Pomeroy (1969), Basham (1969a, '1969b), Molner et
al. (1969), Lambert et al. (1969), Liebermann and Basham (1970) and Evernden

(1970c) for more recent results. In 1968, arguments were still raised

about the validity of this criterion at low magnitudes:' wenow believe

that there is clear proof(see, for example, Evernden, 1970c) that, pro-

vided the appropriate waves can be detected, the method works-;at least
down to magnitudes below those considered in this report.

The form of M versus m for earthquakes and explosions and the

separation between populations when plotted in this manner have been dis-

cussed briefly in section 7.3. Although the scatter of individual events

with respect to average relationships of the forms of equations (5) and (7)

is'very large, and the regional variations in Rayleigh wave propagation

phenomena produce large variations in the forms of equations (5) and (,7),

in all studies the populations of earthquakes and explosions.are sufficiently

separated to allow consideration of this criteria.as the most.suçcessful

positive identifier of shallow éarthquakes and underground explosions.

It is apparent from eâch set of research results.that the magnitude thres-

hold above whichthe criterion can be applied is (in the absence of inter-

fering Rayleigh Waves) equal to the magnitude threshold at which the explo-

sion Rayleigh wave can be detected.. This occurs because, as explained in

sections 5.3 and 5:4,.the earthquake Rayleigh-wave detection.threshold

is about 6m0.7 higher than the P.wave detection threshold and..because,

as explained in section 7.3, the explosion Rayleigh wave detection thres-

hold is about 8m1.0 higher than the earthquake Rayleigh wave threshold.

Thus, the problem of discrimination using.this technique reduces to one

of detecting explosion Rayleigh waves andcan be considered in the separate

ways that Rayleigh wave detection.has been•considered in previous sections.

Consider first-the 6 northern hemisphere specific sites in Table.5,

and adopt 4-station thresholds.w"ith some azimuthal variation as adequate

for..identification purposes. The earthquake Rayleigh wave detection thres-

holds.of m4.7 - m5.0 (see Table 7) increase to explosion detection and
identification thresholds of m5.7 to m6.0 , using the'grossavérage
properties of the earth and ignoring for the moment the'.advantages gained
by Rg continental propagation and matched f.ilter processing. The equiva-

lent available empirical study supports this..formal calculation: Basham

(1969b).demonstrâtes positive identification of KAZ and NVZ explosions at

a threshold of about m6.0 using relatively insensitive conventional

Canadian stations; this threshold can, therefore, be expected to reduce

to about m5.3 using more sensitive conventional and array stations from.

the 51-station LPZ network.

Applying mâtchéd filters to specific site explosions, the possi-

ble threshold reduction-is 6m0.2 to 6m0.3 , assuming each of the stations

involved has.the capability of applying the matched filtering process (see

section 6.4). The only published result is, in effect, one-station coverage.

for which the threshold has naturally been reduced below the 4-station re-

quirement we have adopted. Lacoss (1969a) demonstrates,that.applying

matched filters to LAO data for KAZ explosion Rayleigh*waves-yields a 90
.per cent probability of detection (and, therefore, of identification) at
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about m5.4 . This, of course, is using one of the most sensitive LPZ.

systems being considered in.this study. It can be estimated from the

above data that the 4-station matchéd filtering threshold, restricted to

stations capable of matched filtering, is about m5.6 at the northern

hemisphere specific sites.

The possible improvement using Rg and purely continental

paths has.be.en demonstrated only for NTS explosions using Canadian and

United States stations* (Basham, 1969a; Evernden, 1970c). In this case
the available stations are those confined to the same continental mass.

as the events of interest and thus there is the benefit of shôrter.propa-

gation paths (maximum A about 40°) as well as the smaller Rg wave

âttenuation with distance (see Basham, 1970). An estimate of the em-
pirical 4-station threshold of explosion Rg detection, and therefore of

explosion identification, is about m5.0 using Canadian stations in the

distance range 13° to 40°, and about m4.7 using United States stations

as near as about 30.. Thus, the use of lower sensitivity conventional

stations and taking advantage of shorter paths with purely continental
propagation yields an explosion identification threshold lower than that

of the most sensitive LPZ systems applying matched filtering to more dis-

tant events.

A short diversion to a discussion of some recently determined

explosion yield versus Rayleigh wave magnitude relationships will clearly

illustrate the proven and potential advantages of using.the shorter period

continental Rayleigh waves. Until recently the equivalent hardrôck yield

of an underground explosion has been defined only on the basis of empiri-

cally determined, but theoretically supported, relationships.between

yield.and P.wave magnitude,(the relationships we are applying are shown

in Table 8). Evernden and,'Filson (1970), observing a similar non-linearity
in m versus log-yield.and M versus m, derived a new relationship:between

M:ând log-yield which has the form

. (8)M = 1.4 + 1.3 log Y

where M is determined from.20-second Rayleigh waves and Y is.the

yield in kilotons. This linear relationship accurately represents the

available yield data between yields of about 6 and 1000 kilotons, M2.5.

to M5.5 . Evernden and Filson also show for explosions that MRg de-

termined from the 8 to 14 second (Rg) Rayleigh waves is equiva-
lent to M + 1.1 ; this is in.close agreement with the difference derived

by Basham (1969b). Thus, we have

= 2.5 + 1.3 log Y (9)

* All Canadian stations used by Basham (1969a) are shown in Figure 6,

but only four are included in the 51-station LPZ network; Evernden

(1970c) used moderate magnif.icati°n Long Range Seismic Measurement

sintions, none of wh1ch are i.nclod(•d In the Unitc^d States UN Return;

howevi.r, the abundance of United States conventiona'l_stations shown

in Figure 6 wouldlhavé an equivalent capability.
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In an independent study using Canadian magnitude data, Ericsson* derived 
the relationship 

MRg - = 2.7 	1.2 log Y . 

Equations (9) and (10) can  be considered equivalent; they produCe the 

same MRi  value,  within 0.1, over the yield range of interest. 

Consider for purposes of illustration an explosion 10-second . 
R
g 
 wave and an explosion 20-second Rayleigh wave recorded on a 4 K.magni-

fication LPZ seisMogram with a trace amplitude of 5 mm at an epicentral 
distance  of 200 . Using equation (3), the M value of the explosion is 
4.3. Using either equation (3),  or the more  appropriate formula of Basham 

(1970) which is equivalent in this distance range, the MR value is 4:6. 
From equation (8) the M.4.3 equivalent explosion yield is.aboUt 170 kilo- 
'tons and from equation (9) or (10) the MRp  4.6 equivalent explosion yield 

is about 40 kilotons. With the trace amplitude used above recorded on 
about 4 stations in the distance range near 200 , and uSing the fact that - 

one or more of the stations (say, LPZ atrays) can have a iaràer effective. 

. magnification, the situation described is roughly equivalent to the (90 

per cent)' Rayleigh wave detection thresholds described in Chapter 5. Thus 

the explosion identification threshold using the Rg  wave is about 40 
kilotons, or a factor of about 4 in yield better than the threshold using 

20.-second Rayleigh waves. 	 • 

Consider now theéxtrapolation of northern hemisphere earthquake 
Rayleigh wave detection thresholds (section 5:4) to explosion identification 

thresholds. Using the,formal - calculations for 20-second ...earthquake Rayleigh 

waves incremented Sm1.0 to conVert to'explosions', the explosion identi-
fication thresholda using M  versus m will be about m5.6 in central 
North America, m5,6ito m5.8 for the reMaindet of. North America, .the - north 

Atlantic Ocean and northern Europe, and m5.8 to . m6.0 throughbut the re-
mainder of the -hemisphere; a realistic average for the northern hemisphere 
is about m5.8 , or about 60 to 100'kilotons equivalent yield.. 

The Rayleigh wave detection threshold at any location. in the 
northern hemiaphere is highly influenced by the number of; and distance tô, 

LPZ arraYs within the 900  detection range. Since each of the LPZ atrays 

has data in. a  form suitable to matched filtering, the explosion  identifi-

cation thresholds can be reduced by about 6mO:2 Using this prOcess, 

to about m5.4 in central North America and m5.8 . .in the pooreat.areas 
of the hemisphere, with a tealistic average of m5.6 , or about 40-60 
kilotôns'yield in hardrock. 

* CCD/306 , Swedish technical working paper for the Conference of the 

. Committee on Disarmament, August, 1969. 	, 	• 	 • • 

(10) 

1 
I. 
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It is unreasonable, because of the distribution of available 
stations; to extrapolate to other nerthern hemisphere continental locations 
the R detection thresholds for NTS explosions achievable at nearby United 
States stations: .However, the Canadian  R.  results, an explosion .identi-
fication threshold of about m5.0 (10 - 2b kilotons) for NTS at a mean 
distance of about 259, may be poSsibleon any northern hemisphere continen-
tal mass, although this result remains unproven as yet outside of North 
America. 

This 10 to 20 kiloton hardrock explosion identification threshold 
for NTS using èanadian stations is some three times- lower than the threShold 
obtained above in the illuStrative example used to compare Rg  and 20-second 
wave detection. This difference between one empirical result and a theo-
retical:study demonstrates the conservative nature of the assumptions made 
in defining the 50 per cent interval probability of Rayleigh wave detection 
at a station in section 3.3. 

8.4. 	Rayleigh WaVe Spectral Ratio  - 

The relative excitation of Rayleigh waves by earthquakes and 
explosions has been described in the previous section in relation to the 
P wave energy (or magnitude) of the events. Important differences between 
earthquakes and explosions have been shown to exist within the Rayleigh 
wave spectrum itself. This phenomenmwas given brief cbverage in the SUR' 
document in diagrams illustrating the larger amount of longer period (30' 
seconds) Rayleigh wave energy in earthquakes compared to that in explosions. 
The discriminant has been quantified by Molnar et al. (1969) using new high-. 
gain, loneperiod seismographs as a ratio of the  energy in Rayleigh waves : 
at periods of 19 to 22 seconds ..tO the energy at periods of 40 to 60 seconds-
Using special long-period seisMographs installed in the eastern United 
States, this Rayleigh wave spectral ratio achieves complete SeparatiOn of 
earthquakes.and explosions in the western United States. 

'The special seismograph used by Molnar et al. iS thé first of 
a number of such systems planngd by the United States for world-wide de-
ployment. However, these systems  have  not been included in the United 
States UN return listing stations' with guaranteed accessibility to data, 
and, therefore, cannot be considered as available to this stlidy. 

With further testing, the Rayleigh wave spectral ratio may,  
prove to be an important discrimination criterion; the 'major difficulty 
apparent from the study by Molnar et al. is the rather high threshold of 
detection  of. the longer period Rayleigh waves, particùlarly for explosions. 
Using only the positive measurements presented by Molnar et al. (i.e., 
ignoring the noise-limited information on their figures), we estimate 	. 
that Using equipment of this type the thresholds of detection of Rayleigh 
waves are m3.6 and m4.9 for 20-second waves for earthquakes and 
explosions,  respectively, and m3.8 and m5.3 for 40- to 60-second 
waves for earthquakeS and explosions, respectively; this is for an epi-
central distance of about 30 0 . The threshold of application of the Ray-
leigh waVe spectral ratio will be at the larger set of magnitudes. Thus, 
the threshold of application of the positive ratio criterion is at a high 
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magnitude, near m5..3 , for explosions. However, the separation between

populations in terms of the ratio or of the amplitude of the longer period

waves is sufficiently great that absence of the longer period waves for

explosions. is a useful negative criterion (see following section) with pos-

.sible application down to about m4.5 . The procedure is feasible using

any LPZ data capable of being bandpass filtered, andcan be considered a

possible discriminant using station data available to this study.

8.5 Identification by Negative Criteria

The explosion identification thresholds described in the previous

sectionsare defined as being equal to the threshold of detection of explosion

Rayleigh waves. The procedure to be discusséd in this section is identifi-

cation of explosions by the absence of a recorded wave on the basis that had

the event been an earthquake of the same P wave magnitude, the wave in ques-

tion would have been observable on the record. An associated concept is

the identification of earthquakes as such by measurement of a factor which

shows the event to conform.to prior knowledge of earthquakes with.respect to

this factor.

Consider as an illustrative example the results presented by

Basham (1969b) for identification of Asian events using M versus m obser-

vations,on Canadian stations. Identification of.earthquakes using observed

Rayleigh waves has.a threshold of about m5.0 ; identification of explosions

using observed Rayleigh waves has a threshold at about m6.0 ;,.becâuse of

the wide separation between populations, both.can be considered positive

identification. Because of the variation in detection thresholds due to

variations in the noise levels, the largest earthquake whose Rayleigh.wave

can be obscured by noise is about m5.4 . Thus, any évent largerthan

m5.4 which does not have an observable surface wave ( and which is known

from other information to be shallow) can be identified as aprobable ex-

plosion. As the.magnitudes approach m6.0 , the Rayleigh wave will again

be observable for all events and M versus m will plot in either the

explosion or earthquake population and yield positive identification.

this.case, the threshold of probable identification is reduced by about

6m0.6 from the threshold of positive.identification by the application

of a negative criterion.

The M versus m relationships of the earthquakes and explosions

discussed in this example are near to the assumed.world-wide averages given

by equations (5) and (7), i.e., for which earthquakes and explosions are

separated by about 6M1.5 . Therefore, we estimate that extensive studies

should d?monstrate a usable negative criterion with an improvement of about

6m0.5 on a world-wide basis. The general validity of this assumption,

however, depends on.the general.scatter of populations with respect to the

average trends and, for any regional.application, to the closeness of the

earthquake and explosion average M versus m trends. For example, the.

regional data for Rg for North American paths presented by Easham (1969a)

shows. M versus m trends separated by about 6M1.4 and with data point.

scatter that nearly overlaps., In fact, the two,sets of.data in the study

by Basham show a theoretical (formal) overlap at about the 2 per cent lev el;

hence great care.must be exercised in the development and application of

negative criteria. However, provided precautions are taken to have information
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in several azimuths, and the•appropriate studies aremadé of the probability . 
distributions of scatter.about trend.lines, we can see no scientific objec-
tion to taking advantage of this possibility in this context. • 

Neiative criteria have been shown useful when spplied to other 
seismic phases. Evernden (1969a) illustrates the possibilities of identi-
fication using long period S waves. He finds that earthquakes down to 
about m5.0 - have observable long period S waves; whereas no explosions 
sMaller than about m5.7 have observable long period S and, where explosion 
S waves  are  observed, they are about a factor of 10 smaller than those ob-
served for similar magnitude'earthquakes. Thus, the possibility of identi-
fication of explosions by absence or présence of long period S waves exists 
for any•events greater than:about m5.0 . A similar criteria has been dis-
cussed by Evetnden using Love and long period P waVes, 'For the  long  period 
body phases particularly, the greatest problem is the nearness of the 
dominant periods of the phases to the peak in the microseismic noise spec-
trum and the probability of applying the discriminant  (i.e., of detecting 
the signals in highly variable noise fields) may'be small. 

Although negative criteria cannot, , by definition, provide positive 
identification  Of  an underground explosion, the argument is substantially a 
tautological one. There are no sources of sèismic energy of.the sizes under 
disciissiOn other than naturàl earthquakes or underground or underwater  ex-
plosions;  hence the certàin elimination of the Possibility of an earthquake 
origin provides a positive identification of an explosive source. Multi-
Variate combinàtions of such negative Criteria as the absence of . the expected 
level of Rg  , 20-second, or  longer, period Rayleigh waves; long period S 
waves, long period P'waves, and Love waves requires regionalized control 
data for its optimum application. Much work remains to be done with these 
techniques, but it seems very clear that the minimum improvements possible 
shotild be 6m0.5 On•existing generally applicable positive criteria such 
as 20-second Mversus m and Rayleigh wave spectral ratios, and probably 
somewhat less on more restricted'Int more Succeàsful positive  criteria 
such as MRg  versus m-. • 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary and Conclusions Concerning Existing Capabilities

It will be apparent to the reader that the authors have.relied.

on personal experience and onpublished and unpublished research results

to make scientific judgements and extrapolations at many points in this

assessment of global seismological detection and identification capabilities.

In particûlar, we have in some instances extrapolated results available

for North America to other parts of the world;.this was necessary because

for many parts of the world the required research has not been ùndertaken,
or at any rate.published. We will, therefore, present this chapter,in two
parts: this.section will present the conclusions which.can be drawn con-

cerningthe existing capabilities of the ensemble of conventional and array

stations described in Chapter 2; the following section will contain some

recommendations, which, for a modest investment of research effort and

finances using existing facilities, may s'ignificantly improve on the.
currently defined capability.

The conclusions of this assessment can take the form of the P

wave magnitude threshold at which existing seismological facilities have

a certain capability of (a) detecting, (b).locating and (c) identifying

a seismic event, and of how these capabilities can vary.over the surface.

of the earth.. For each of these functions wehave defined as being ade=

quate that threshold at which there is a 90 per cent probability of >4-

station coverage, with.adequate (2 or more quadrant) azimuthal coverage.

The lowest threshold derived is that for P wave detection; it
is m4.5 (equivalent.to 3 to 10 kiloton yield in hardrock) or lower for

earthquakes or explosions occurring anywhere in the northern hemisphere,

and deteriorates to a high value of m5.0 (equivalent to 10 to 20 kilotons)

in part of the southern.hemisphere. A fundamental conclusion.of this

assessment is that all extant capabilities are.much poorer in the major

portion of the southern hemisphere; this fact will not be emphâsized
further. In terms of locating the epicenters of events using`detected P
waves, the lôcation accuracy will be typically better than 20 - 45 km for

any seismic event larger than the P wave detection threshold magnitude

for any region (see Figure 4) plus 0.2.

The 20-second earthquake Rayleigh wave detection threshold is
about 6m0.6 higher than the P wave threshold, leading to the conclusion
that existing LPZ facilities are relatively less sensitive than existing
SPZ facilities. The explosion Rayleigh wave detection threshold is about
6m1:0 higher than the equivalent threshold for earthquakes. Thus, be-

cause of the difficulty of detecting explosion 20-second Rayleigh waves,

the formally calculated threshold of explosion identification using the

M versus m criterion remains at a rather high.level, about m5.6 to m6.0.
for the northern hemisphere. Matched filtering can reduce these values

by about 6m0.2 . It seems reasonable, therefore, to define the network

system we have investigated as having a threshold capability of identifying

60 kiloton underground explosiors in hardrock in the northern.hemisphére.

Using stationsavailable in the UN returns, this threshold is

reduced to m5.0 in North'America by taking advantage of the efficient
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continental propagation of the shorter period Rg Rayleigh waves. We are 
hesitant to extrapolate the North AmericanRg  reSiiits to other Continental 
masses  because equivalent auccess remains unproven (see section:9.2). The 
m5 . .0 threshold can be reached using  20-second  Rayleigh waVes only by de-
grading the nimber of observations (and hence the ptobability of application) 
and relying on the matched filteted data from one or  two very high-gain long: 
period facilities. This more restricted m5,.0 capability,which is not.. 
yet proven to be genetàlly  applicable,  can be regarded as explosion-identi-
fication in the 10 to 20 kiloton hardrock range. 

The identification threshold can be reduced below m5.0 only by_ 
employing criteria whose thresholds of application are below  the explosion
Rayleigh wave deteCtion thresholds with equipment currently deployed. 
The criterinn with greatest appeal is the P wave spectral ratio, which can 
in theory'be applied close to thé P wave detection threshold. The spectral 
ratio method for one station-region combination is a positive identifier at 
the m4.9 leVel; others show potential application at lower levels but 
result in overlapping populations. 

Thus, we conclude that to consistently achieve an identification 
threshold belciw-  ,rri5.0 all available identification criteria.must.be  brought 
to bear as a . multivariate analysiè. The problem of aésembling the necessary 
regionalized data to aChieve identification below .  -m5.0 for any conceivable: 
test site  in the:notthérn hemisphere is a formidable one This resulta,rin 
our opinion, in a tendency to neglect the intrinsic . powet of the different 
methods, and leads naturally to the alternative concept of increasing the. 
detection capability for explosion Rayleigh waves by a major investment in 
widely disttibüted artays designed to achieVe, for example, the capability 
of detecting Rayleigh - waves for any 'm4.5 explosion. * 

• 	We  believe that an appropriate intetmediate step, between accep- 
tance of the existing rather limited capability as defined.earIier in. this 
chapter and commitment of extensive international resources to a widely de-
ployed,,highlY sophisticated, integrated system of modern  array stations, 
would .be further definitive national assessments:of existing capabilities 
and, Where necessary, minor adjustments in facilities and techniqueade-
èigned to improve'modestly these Capabilities. SoMe recommendations and 
suggestions for Implementation of this intermediate step  are  given in the ' 
following section. 

9.2 ' 	Recommendations for Improving Capabilities Using Existing  
Facilitieà  

The conclusions of this assessment that result from thé formal 
detection calculations are closely tied to the initial assumptions required 
to define individual station capabilities in terms of qunted operating mag-
nifications. The assumptions we havelriade, in the absence of supporting 
definitive empirical data, are of necessity conservative: witness the 
conservative assumed general P wave detection capabilitieaof stations MBC 
and COL compared with their empirically defined capability for a partictilar . 

 site, described in section 6.2. If, on the average, our assumptions for both 
SPZ and LPZ station.capabilities are conservative, then additional empirical 
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data of individual station P and Rayleigh wave detection capabilities will,

when inserted into the formal calculations, improve on our assessment of

existing global detection. This, among all suggestions for studies given

here, is the study most easily undertaken by national agencies; it simply

requires documentation of probabilities of detection of P and Rayleigh

waves as a function of event magnitude for the more important stations in.

each country.°

In addition, it is important to obtain as soon as possible em-

pirical capabilities.for the two new large aperture arrays,.the Norwegian

SPZ/LPZ array NOS and the United States LPZ array ALP.

We have illustrated a number of cases in which geophysical pe-

culiarities of the earth are assisting the discrimination process, and a

few cases in-which they may hinder the process. However, we are able to

employ only thôse peculiarities with which we are familiar, from publishéd

and unpublished research and personal experience, and which pertain par-

ticularly to the North.American situation.. These phenomena are very im-

portant to global discrimination and urgently require documentation for

.other areas. Knowledge of P wave phenomena will be a by-product of any

P wave detection studies that are undertaken; the Rayleigh wave:phenomenon

that needs extensive study in other regions.is the significant reduction.

in detection and identification thresholds.achieved in North America using

the short period. Rg waves. It is recommended that other countries with

conventional stations on the same continental mass with earthquake and

explosion sources further test the Rg applications.

The most widely applicable discrimination criterion, the M.versus m

discriminant, has a threshold of application that is controlled by the thres-

hold of detection of explosion Rayleigh waves. The LPZ arrays are able to

dominate the Rayleigh detection calculations principally because the record=

ing and/or.anâlysis procedures.can reject the dominant long period noise

band. But, because there are too few LPZ arrays to provide adequate Ray-

leigh wave detection,: some-conventional stations must be employed. The

total number of LPZ stations required need not exceed 20 (i.e., signifi-.
cantly fewer than the 51 LPZ stations we have employed in Rayleigh wave

detection calculations) if the included conventional stations had an im-

proved.capability;'and a significant improvement of a conventional LPZ sta-

tion can be achieved with modest investment. For example, WOL and GRF
(see section 3.3) are considered to have magnifications about a factor of

3 greater.than standard photographic recording stations because they record

on magnetic tape and have the facility to filter and reject the=dominant

microseismic noise band. An alternative method that can be used on photo-

graphic recording seismographs is the addition of an electronic or electro-

mechanical component designed to.reject periods below, say, 10 seconds..

An improvement of this type on one LPZ seismograph in each of'a

number of countries could significantly improve Rayleigh wave detection,

considering those countries in the UN returns that possess LPZ stations

in reasonably quiet locations, and also considering the locations of:exist-

ing LPZ arrays. Any additional new or improved stations (LPZ or'SPZ) in the
southern hemisphere would, of course, be of great value.
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